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Randal Rogers 

Man And His WorM An Indian, A Secretary And A Queer Chiid 
Expo 67 And The Nation In Canada 

Read today as a "bright ami shuiing" moment, or as the "'last good year" in Piem 

Berton's estimation, a period that bas sincc slid into the cummt crises of nationhood, 

Expo 67 ù seen to mark a ''nirning point" in the complexion of the aation, This 

repreçentation of history ôecame entrenched as we pas& through the thirtieth 

anniversary of Expo 67 and as monumental national events threatened to divide Caaada 

perrnanently, producing a yeaniing for a simpler and better epoch when Canada was seen 

to be United Man and His World attempts to rethinL the unity 1967 is now seen to 

possess and challenges this nostalgie refiguration as well as theoretical concepts that 

regard the nation as a singular mtity. Although Expo 67 was produceci to unite Canada, 

fissures were present within the discourses on the nation as they were on the Expo 67 site 

itself This thesis, which emphasizes the fragment, multiplicity and the surface, 

interrogates three sites at Expo 67 which show us that '"adding to' need not 'add upYy but 

may disturb the calculation" of natioabood (Bhabha, 1994: 155): the tndians of Canada 

Pavilion, the Man in the Home Pavilion and the Québec Pavilion. Each of these sites 

producecl a challenge to the definition of the kation king perfonned in 1967, although 

not without problems. Man und His World investigaîes the possibilities and the 1- of 

these challenges, while employing a methodology biwd on multiplicity, an attribute 

rhinking the nation" necessitates. 
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introduction 

The Last G d  Year: CanaCio. 's Tunting Point 

'To be a mea, is to fiel that Wugh one's own wntti'bution 
one helps to build the world" 

Antoine de St Exupésy, Terres des hommes 

"1 came to the fair a natiouaiist, fidl of @de in Canada. 
1 left it a hmmist, NI ofhope for man" 

Peter Newman, Toronto star1 

imagine seeing this, the earth h m  outer space (fig. 1)' for f k t  t-. This occurred at 

Expo 67 in ~ontreal? and represents a momentous juncture for human beings, visual 

confirmation of the Copernican revolution as never witaessed before, evidenced by the 

medium of photography. In the photograph the viewer is a member of the crew of  Apollo 

17, hovering above the earfh as though in heaven and looking down in awe. Hanging, 

seemingly motionless, somewhere above the Atlantic Ocean, one views the continent of 

Afica, the Arabian Peninsu1a and beyonâ, while imagining that a simple tum of the earth 

will reveal Australia, the Pacific Ocean, North and South Amerka. 

1 Quoted in Tune. nie Weekly N c w s ~  (1968) Bi- of a Niaion. ï k  Stmy of Cima& 's 
Cenfenniai. Toronto: The intemationai of Canada Ltd. 

2 Wiison, Alenanda- llie Culture of N d  Amenaan Ludapejiorn Disney to the Akron 
VaIrlez (Cambridge and Oxford: Blackwdl Publishas, 1992): 167. The photo was exhiiied in the "Man, 
His Planet and Space" exhibit at the Man tbe Explorer PaMIioa 



Still this is not the awe of magnitude and sovereignty but that experienced upon viewing 

a micro-organism - the awe is deriveci fiom seeing earth as a single self-sufficient unit 

We h e w  it to be, but had never seen it attesteci to by the tnrth-evoking medium of 

photography. This is its power. Here, through technology, one is able to see the 

interconnectedness of the earth's inhabitants as distance dissolves difference and borders 

evaporate, revealing unity and symbiosis as we seem to float alone in a black void with 

ody each other for compa~y* protection, sustenance. A Utopia, in Louis Marui's words: 

"Nowhere, or the place of happinessLïhe discourse held on utopia attempts, through the 

consbucted readïng of the text, to make the spaces signified by the utopian text coherent 

and consistent by filling them up with its own signiwng substance" (Marin, 1977: 50). 

The photo of earth viewed h m  outer space performs this "filling up7' by lodging in the 

mind('s eye) of the viewer an image of unity and orâer, with the organic and healing 

shape of the circle marking this relationship. The circle secures the space as utopic; 

separated from "'other" space and foreign to influence, the circle is an island, 'Wowhere, 

or the place of happiness." Think of Thomas More's Utopia, situated between Europe 

and America, on an island where people live harmoniously protected from the outside by 

the sentinel that is the ocean. The cosmos perfomis this gesture in the photo of earth 

from outer space, as the St Lawrence River does in another utopic space - Ile Notre- 

Dame and Ile Ste Helène, ''two small islands that held the world" (Canadian Corporation 

for the 1967 WorId Exhibition: 8), the site of Expo 67. 



And one may think of Expo 67 as a utopia beyond the physical borders that protected it 

from the world that sunoundeci h Constniaed for Canada's lOOth birthday, and for 

Monîreai's 325th Expo 67 marked tht centre of celebmtions that travers& the nation, 

both physically through the Centennial casavan and train h t  were vie- by 1 in 10 

Canadians (The Magazine, 1968: 33) and thugh media that reporteci the events on an 

unprecedented scale. Expo 67 was seen to unite the nation, k i n g  diverse populations 

into Canadian national citizens- Looking beck, former Mayor of Montml lean Drapeau 

described the moment: There is no doubt that visitors coming fiom al1 parts of the 

world, of al1 classes, of ail religions. of d l  colours, felt but one thing on the site - they 

were al1 human kiags7" (Bantey: û-9) With its theme taken nom Antoine de Saint- 

Exu@ry7s novel Terre des hommes, Expo 67, while maintaining the worid's fair central 

theme of technological advancement, went fat kyond dl those before it, into the outer 

reaches of space itselt: while at the same time using this image of earth fiom outer space 

as a means to unify everyone who viewed i t  

I f  "Man" at Expo 67 was the figure that emerged through thîs erasure of clifference. the 

uninflected subject of history, the universril human without gender, race, class or 

sexuality, then Alexander Calder's sixty-seven-fout ta11 stabile "Man" stands as the mark 

of this concept (fig. 2). Created specifically for Expo 67 and occupying lot C-308 on Ile 

Ste.-Helene on International Nickel Pl- adjacent to the pavilion of Scandinavia and the 

Pont de la Concorde, "Man" consists of three abstract and interlockhg standing figures 

each facing a con-ng direction and dinixentiated only through size. Evocative of St 



Éxupéry's "celebmtion of non-factional and eo-operative brothe- among 

humankind" (Krdller: 3&39), especially in his novel Terres des hommes, the three figures 

of 'Man" remain d e d  by race, c l w  or gender. 

C a d a  the Centennid and fip 67 

Optirnisrn and a s e w  of unity were central elements of E x p  67 ancl of the Centennial 

celebrations. Geoff Pevere d Greig Dymond, in theu 1996 bodE Mondo Camrck A 

Canadian Pop Culture Odyssey, write: 

That's it, of course: a shining moment when Canada felt good about itself This 
is why the memory of Expo lïngers so long and sweetiy for those who lîved 
through i t  it is a symbol of what memory insists was a simpler, brighter and 
possibly better time for Canada, when an entire nation was capable of setting 
aside al1 its Metences in the interest of raising a toast and a hoot to 
Confederatioa's centenary, when there were millions of public dollars to throw 
into something as fùndammtally nonessential as a national birthday party. Even 
our greatest threat to national at the time - the growing separatist 
movemeat in Quebec - seemed allayed by the mere situation of Expo at 
Montreal (Pevere and Dymond: 50). 

Pevere and Dymond share a memory of Expo 67 that has become dominant at this 

moment in history: a nostalgie refiguring of the sixties that allays the feu  of Caasda's 

cumnt crisis of nationhood Pevere and Dymoud's writing is aligned well wîth that 

about the Montreal Expo in the years lesding up to 1967 as well as after, with a certain 

yearning that can be W through every representational medium. Thus in a Tirne 

Maga-ine article nom 6 Jan 1967 titled "Birthday of a Nation," one reads: 

But for Canadians themselves, the Centennial is much more meaningful than 
simply an occasion to invite in the neighbours. "We are the most happily situated 
people in the world," says author Bruce Hutchinsoa, and he ask: "'Are we worthy 
of it?" Ofgood fortune then can k Little doubt On Voltaire's "quelques arpents 
de neige" Canadians have built one of the world's highea standards of living, a d  



an economy rich enough to h m c e  a welfart state h m  Medi- to guaranteeâ 
incorne for the aged; to uadertake doubling university enrollment within ten 
years; and at the same time to underwrite both Expo and the Centennial (Time 
Magazine, 1968: 2). 

The above quotation well articulates what was at stake in this moment the attempted 

molting of Canada's colonial identity in fâvour of a new insistence on nationalism, 

however tentative it may have been. "Are we worthy?" Its ernphasis on the standard of 

living, the economy, the idea of the welke  state and University enrollment, attempts to 

pry Canada away fiom Voltaire's construction of it as a few acres of snow (quelques 

arpents de niege) with "Mounties bracing blizzards, EsLUno's cmuched over Kodlik 

swapping wives, bluff Quebeckers doîfing berets to passing pries&'' (18). In tum what is 

king articulated is the consciousness by Canadians of this shift, in which Canadian 

identity is king reworked into modem "man". out of a seemingly backward snow-bound 

The Montreal Expo was deeply implicated in this refiguraton Ail universal exhibitions, 

including those in England, France and the United States in the nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries, were centred on &finhg the character of the host country as modem 

Modemity is what universai exhibitions were about, so to speak, with Expo 67 king 

Canada's tuni to prove its modernity over and -nst its colonial past This is expressed 

by Commissioner General of Expo 67 Pierre Dupuy in his message for the official guide: 

Since then [the fint Olympic GamesJ, the world bas grown prodigiously, becorne 
diversifieci and e ~ c h e d  by the research and the discoveries of Man. Civilipition 
has crossed the bomds of the Meditemean, ta spad over the vast magnitude of 
the planet ... The London and Paris exhi'bitions of the last century revded the 
Industrial Revolutiom But what is this - cornpar4 to the changes which science 
and technique have brought to collective and individual life in our time? 



The Mon- Universal and international Exhibition's aim is to provide an 
explanation of the world we live in to each and every one of its visitors, so that 
they may d i z e  tbat we are ail jointly and severally answerable for and to each 
other, and that what divides men is infinitely less irnpoitant then that which links 
them together. ... (This guide] will be prwf for future generations that - in this year 
of Canada's Cent-al - we strove with al1 our might to prepare for them a fuhirr 
of happiness, prosperity and ficedom (The CaMdian Corporation for the 1967 
World Exhiiition: 2). 

Expo 67, then, was seen to perfomi a immense gesture for Canada and Canadians - that 

of exhibiting to the world its new identity as a modem nation at the moment it was seen 

to finally shed its colonial relationship to England, a process which had been occuning 

for decades. Expo 67 became the stage on which this newly formeci national identity was 

performed, al1 within the wntext of Canada's Centenniai birthâay and the celebrations 

that accompanied it. 

Pierre Berton in his book 1967 taps into the nostalgia I am here delineating, offering a 

view of history for which many people in Canada are starved, espeçially given its 

publication on the thirtieth annive- of the Camadian Centennial and just two short 

years after a very nanow federaiist victory in the October 1995 referendm on 

sovereignty in Québec. This nostalgia is inscribed into Berton's title. When the book 

was released in hard cover in late 1997 its title was 1967: The Lasr G d  Year. A 

Chronicle of Camda's Centennial Yem, *ch implies that since 1967 Canada's sense of 

national identity has slowly slid toward the present crisis. Berton describes in detail the 

sense of optirnisrn that sunoundeci the Centennial as well as the threats to national unie 

and the large hinorical shifb that were occulrùig in 1967: 



It was a s p i a l  year - a vintage year - anâ it is probable that we will not see its 
like again. It was a tumïng-point year. An aghg politicai establishment was 
about to fde away to be succeeded by a younger, more v i i  one. A past royal 
commission - into bilingualirm and biculturalism - delivered its repor$ a fbture 
commission, dealing with the status of women, was launcbed, Canadians talked 
about economic natiodism, womcn's place in society, the out-modeû divorce 
la-, national unity, the dmg culture, and wbether or not the state haâ any 
business in the bedrooms of the nation- Al1 these diverse subjects reached a hnd 
of realization in 1967 mrton, 1998: 8). 

Thus, Berton d e s c r i i  a burgeoning woman's movement, the growth of the sovereignist 

movement in Québec, the prefiguring of the omnibus bill, the gay rights movement, 

among others, at the same time tbat he argues for a retum to political Uaity, a yeaming 

expressed in bis subtitle T h e  Last Good Year." The @lem with such a formulation is 

that the rise of penpheral political movements in Canada is directly associated with the 

demise of the Canadian nation. 

This, 1 believe, explains the change in title that o c c d  between the release of the hard 

cover and that of the soit cover for which the title is 1967: C d a  '.s Tuming Point. A 

Chronicle of Canada's Centenniai Year. Between T h e  Last G d  Year" and "Canada's 

Tuming Point" lies a chasm of politicai signification. If 1967 stands as a tuming point in 

the soft-cover edition of Berton's book, then it also sîands as a political corrective to the 

alignment between the stniggle for equality and legitimacy on the part of those excluded 

fkom the national citizenry king linked to notions of disintegration in the bard cover's 

"Last Good Year," as well as a corrective to Berton's own sense of loss and the 

modernist yeaming for purity that produced the book in the first place. The change of 



titie marks 1967 as one moment of politicai change among many rather than as a desire 

for a return to a unified and pure state that never existe& 

Aside from Berton, writing on Expo 67 in recent years has centreû on the idcological 

nature of officiai discourseUrse in his 1986 MA thesis "Progress In An Age of Rigor 

Mortis," David Howard anal- the Painting In Cunuda exhibition held in the foyer of 

the CCaoadian Padion at Expo 67. In particulpf, Howard is interested in Greg Cumoe7s 

painting 'Tor Bai Bella" of 1965, arguïng that its place in the exhibition is of import as 

an articulation of a 'hew Canadian cultural identity and the policy objectives of both the 

Canadian Liberal Party and Amencan foreign policy," which "For Ben Bella" represents 

the dilemma of Carradiarradian culture in the mid sixti*es, ''trapped" within American empire at 

the point of transition b e e n  the modem and the postmodern (Howard: iv). Ben Bella 

was the socialist leader of Algeria who was overthrown in a coup led by Houari 

Boumedieme on 14 June 1965 (148). This reference to a tbird worId revoiutionary in a 

painting in which the primary figure is former Canadian Rime Minister MacKenzie 

King, Howard argues, is interesting Displayeà in the Canadian Pavilion and sponsored 

by the Liberal minority government, this critique of MacKenzie King charted a k h  

course for a government seebing a new ideology to differentiate itself from pst Liberal 

govemments (152). importantly for Howard, an ideology which could embrace criticism 

of the Liberals. 



Howard's thesis is intelligent and k-reaching in iîs investigation of how Cumoe's 

@nting worked through contemporary nationai narratives. However, rny comm with 

Howard's work cornes h m  hanguig a wmplete idecdogicai formation on a single abject, 

a painting, and using this to explain (guKL bis tond  mmtives. Such a mabod reverts to 

the modemist formulation Howard seems to want to abandon in that the nsctiiring 

movement of postrnodeniism, to which Howard makes referetlce, is lett unaddressed with 

a single, &ed object being used to centre Howard's discourseUrse E s  empbasis on grand 

historical narratives risks missing tbe minutiae and contradictoriness of meaning 

production on the Expo 67 site itself. It erases tbat which bas not al- been writlen 

into the discourses of nationhood in Canada, rendering invisible once again non- 

dominant accounts of the nation 

The success of Eva-Marie Kr611er7s uExpo' 67: Canada's Camelot" (Cad ian  Lirerature 

152153 (Spnng/Sumrner 1997). is marked by the deployment of a method that can 

eEectively account for the hgmented nature of meaning at Expo 67, while refusing the 

totalizing tendencies seen in Howard's thesis. in her article rOaller examuies a broad 

range of ideas and objects, including the indians of Canada Pavilion, the Chatelaine Expo 

Home (Man in the Home Pavilion) and the Québec Pavilion as they relate to the theme of 

the fàir and to notions of the nation prevaient in 1967. What emerges is a narrative that 

refuses to pin down the meaning of Expo 67 while givhg a more nuauced sense of that 

moment. The weakness of such an approach lies in its inability to perfonn detailed 

analysis: missing is en extended examination of many of the abjects and ideas Kr(lller 



sketches in the essay. However* rather than this k ing  a lacuna in her methoà, 1 believe 

this essay represents a otage in a more extended study with the essay standing as the fi& 

articulation of the field of  her research- 

One of the central challenges of this thesis is that of fomulating a mpnner in which to 

think the nation in what bas become a classic equation, Benedict Anderson describes 

the nation as an 'imagiaed cot~mrmity," a "deep, harizontal c~mradeship,~ he writes, in 

which citizens are comected each to the next in a confident knowiedge of the existence 

of other citizens, without baMag to lcnow them. Anderson gives the example of someone 

reading the New York Times newspaper in solitude: 

Each communicant is well aware that the ceremony he pedorms is being 
replicated simultaneously by thowands (oc millions) of others of whox existence 
he is confident, yet of whose identity he brs w t  the slightest notio m... At the same 
time, the newspaper reader. obseMng exact replicas of his own paper king 
consumed by his subway, barbershop or residential neighbors, is continually 
reassured that the imagined world is visibly rooted in everyday Iife. As with Noli 
Me Tangere, fiction seeps quietly and continuously into rd i ty ,  creating that 
rernarkable confidence of cornmmity in anonymity which is the bailmark of  
modem nations (Anderson: 3 5-36). 

This is a powemil fornulafion that links citizenship to the quotidien events of people's 

Iives wherein simple actions, such as d n g  the newspaper, tie individuals to national 

formations whether or not the person is conscious of thk interpellation, While 1 accept 

Anderson's formulation of the nation as an imagïned wmmunity, 1 would like to look in 

the ccother" direction, away fiom his ccmf?dence in community." Rather, 1 want to 

question the suigulanty in Anderson's equation where the nation emerges as a solitary 

and integrated entity, a "deep horizontal comradeship," to use his words. In the wntext 



of postmodernity and MW-standard theones of the subject through which people live 

their lives as fragmente incornpletc and wntradictory, this testoration of totality 

produces discornfort, for it seems to revert to modernism's sesrch for prrity, a pject 

Bruno Latour has brilliantly investigateû in his book We Hmte Newr Been Modern (199). 

According to Latour, purity bas never existeci Instead, the modem period has seen the 

proliferation of mdemity's obverse, the underbeliy it so amiously attempts to dcny and 

repress7 the tiybnd (Latour: 1-12}. If  the hybnd pdifeata in modcrnity, even as 

modemity seeks to eliminate it, then a theory of the nation must 8ccount for this 

multiplicity and fiagmentation within the national subject and the nation i txlf3 In a 

c'multicultura17' nation such as Canaûa, in which the nation is defineci pecisely through 

its lack of purity, through its hybridity, such a project is not only desirable, but 

imperative. For is the nation not multiple nations that exist together in the geographic 

space that is Canada and in which people have unequai acces to citizenship, for 

which they must struggle politically 

This thesis then, wants to rethink the uniaxiality of Anderson's imagined cummunity and 

refigure the nation as multiple, hybrid and gn i s t i c .  1 am not aione in this refiguration 

and must express a deep debt to several thïnkers. The work of Homi Bhabha gas  far in 

rethinking the margin's relation to the centre in texms of national narratives, to the 

c'cornplex strategies of cultural identification and discursive address that fimction in the 

name of  'the people' or 'the nation' and malce them the Unmanent subjects of a range of 

3 For an excellent critique of  totalization in daion to subjcct M o n  sec Judith Butkr's 
"Imitation and Gender insubordinnh'on" (Abeiove et J 1993). 



social and literary narratives" (Bbabha, 1994: 140). The split in the nation between 

pedagogical and peflorrnative time is productive for Bhabha, for it is the nation split 

within itself which may articulate the heterogeneity of its population, It is also the site 

fkom which to launch a contestation to narrative authority by mobiluing marginality to 

produce an Ccag~nistic minority position" able to challenge the centre's mastery over 

discourse. 

It is this political challenge that is taken up by Chantal Mordfe in her research on 

democracy. MouRe argues that antagonism is ineradicable in politics. Agakt 

Habermas' communicative action MouEe posits a theory of democracy that centres this 

antagonism, arguing that political groups will always, and necessarily, stniggle for 

representation Therefore, antagonism is not to be overcome, but instead, is the basis for 

full participation in the political realm; that is, the basic tenets of democracyy its 

prïnciples, are established in advance with collective political daims laid on top of these, 

with no need to argue for the nght to politicai representatioa Thus political groups have 

adversanes in their political strugsies, those with whom they stniggle for space, but no 

enemies, those who prohibit a group's nght to representation (Mouffe. 1993: 1-9). 

Taken together, 1 believe Homi Bbabha's and ChantaI Mordfe's work point in the 

direction of capturing the multiplicity that dehing the nation necessitates, though not 

without problems, as will be seen in individual chapes of this thesis. The challenge 

then, is to investigate how the individual formations this thesis explores might be 



productive of new social relations. Lawrence Grossberg and EIspeth Probyn have been 

crucial to my own development in tenns of attempting to rethink representation dong 

new "lines of flight," a temi used by both theorïsts to captwe the mannes in which 

events and representations rnigbt be "retigured" to say something otber than what might 

be expected. For both writers, these liaes of flight lead toward rethinking identity in non- 

essentialist ways. For Robyn this is toward new mamers of (natiod) becoming and for 

Grossberg "new modes of udividuation and subjecrivation with no i h t i t y n  (Grossbng- 

104). 

This tex& ""Mm and H i s  WorlQ" investigates three fornuitons and t h e  obj- at Expo 

67 that produced the possibility of the refiguration outiined above: the Indiaas of Canada 

favilion, the Man in the Home Pavilion and the Québec PaMlion, However, it does not 

simply put events and histories together in a new way; rather, this thesis seeks out 

transverse connections evoked by the subject of study and refuses a "deep7' ïnterpretation- 

In this sense the analysis performed here is of the surface, with ideas king connecteci not 

through an inherent meaning one m u t  discover behhd representation, a causality which 

generates the social formation, but through a series of analyses that encourage oblique 

and intersecting links (Probyn, 19%: 35). The chronotope of the surfiace encourages 

writing fkom another angie7 an alternative space which animates thinking through 

multiplicity and fhpentation, not as problems to be solved, but as a mamer of 

capturing, if only for an instant, the movement, even constant flux, which thinking the 

social compels. Having written this, 1 want to discourage an apptoach to multiplicity that 



nsks unraveling into meaningie~~am. One may not say whatever one wishes of the 

social formation by simply calling for multiple opprosches and transverse connections. 

A notion of constipint must foilow closely any d l  for multiplicity because the d m  of 

possibility is never unlimited As will k seen, it is always cotlstfained by factors tbat 

delimit discourre. Some connecfions are impossible. It is rny hope that those made here 

are not. 



Chapter One 

A Perfily Speced (Out) Nation: The Indians of Canada Pavilion and the 
Canadian Nation-Space 

Iocotion, location, location 

The modemist tee-iïke otnicturr d adjoining buildings of the Indians of Canada 

Pavilion (lot C-414) occupied an eextnrdïnary relation to the other buildings that 

constituted the Caada Compkx at Expo 67. Comiected to the Canada Complex 

spaîiaily and in name, yet also positioned at its msrgins physidly. and not behg a 

provincial or regionai pavilion, the udians of Canada Pavilion was simultaneously 

positioned inside and outside the d~n-space of Canada This chaptct will investjgate 

the particular spatiatity of the Indiam of Canada PaMlion in relation to Homi Bhabha's 

notion of liminality in an attempt to figure the place of Native people in Canada in the 

1960s. 

spatial uîopics 

Physical space is permeated by ideas, with the organization of objects in space, such as 

the buildings of the Canada Complex at Expo 67 (fig- 3). revealing z system of values 

and hieratchies within that schematization. in the words of Doreen Massey, "the spatial 

is a social cons truct... Understanding the spatial orgaabxtion of society is crucial It is 

central to our understanding of the way in which social processes work out, possibly to 

our conceptualization of some of those pn>cesses in the fint place, and certainly to our 

ability to act on them politically" (Massey: 11, 17). For Massey geography is not simply 



distance or discourse uncomieçted to the social; rather' the spatial is constitutive of social 

relations, the ground of the social, so to sp t3k4  Space is not an emptîness that one 

passes through objectively and one does not move through an objective empty space. 

Rather one proceods t h u g h  subjectifying spatial organimtiom during the coluse of 

one's daily transits. 

This is tnie of the Expo 67 site as it is of any other space. Upon travershg its threshold 

the visitor was irnmediately made aware that s/he had entered dother world and was a 

tourist there. It was the wodd of history, the £Ùture and of nations converging in search 

of solutions for that friture: 

The presence of 61 participating countries Etom al1 continents made our exhi%ition 
truiy international. W e  grouped them together on the site according to their 
ongins, to give the visitor the impression of traveling a b r d  Instead of seiling 
admission tickets, we sold 'passports' which wuld be stamped with 'visas' in the 
pavilions. Thus we sold dreams before o f f e ~ g  reality ....An immense poem with 
varied rhythms, but rich with human density, a city of knowledge, of joy, of self- 
confidence and faith in others..-.We hop the reader will find the same inspration 
in this mernorial album- The texts, for the most part, are written in the present 
teme to recreate the feeling of a visit to Expo 67 (Montreal. Exposition 
universelle et internationale. 1%7: l O)? 

Expo 67 was to be a microcosm of the world in which one sought knowledge for the 

h r e  and where the mode of experience was toun'stic. But this microcosmic world of 

- - - 

4 See Derek Gregory. Geogrtphiccrl I m ~ i ~ O Y L T  (Cambridge and Olâord: Blackweii, 1994); 
Giiiian Rose. Feminism cmd G e ~ q h y :  ï k  Limits ofGèographicaf KinnvIeâjge. (Minneapolis: Uiwcrsity 
of Minnesota Press, 1993); Edward Soja Pustmd!rn Geqyqhies: 'Ine Reassertian of 2$mce in CritiuzI 
Socrd Theory. (London and New York: Verso, 1989); David Huvy. lne Cudtion of P 4 m i r y .  
An I m p i t y  inlo the C d t i m  ofCuI!nrai Chnge- (Mmd and New York: BlackweU, 1989)- 
5 Altbough this c h  to i m e n i a t i o ~  is truc, some continents were repfesented by ody one or 
two nations, South America, for Uistance, was rcpfc~clltcd by V e n d  and Guyana/Barbados. Some 
groups of nations were also represamd in a singie panlion as was the case in the Scandinavis Paviion 
which boused Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denunark and Icduid 



nations was also a community. Interspersed amongst the national p~vilions were 

pavilions portraying the thnne of Expo 67, Man and His Worid, including Mui the 

Creator. Man the Producer, Man the Provider and Mau in the Community, the latter a 

pavilion descn'bed by the official guide as "a schooi of today where Man must leam to 

live with a host of strangers agaiast a b a c k g r o d  whîch evey day is changing: a place 

where in spite of technological revolutions he dreams and he loves, where he retains the 

-ai quality of individuality which ù independent and solitmy" (The Canadian 

Corporation for the 1967 World Exhilition: M I ) .  This city-community of nations was 

held together spatially by the theme pavilions centring on "Man", empbosizing %at 

differences are supedicial and that i t  is the sameness of Mm which is significant," to use 

the words of Pierre Dupuy (55). The spatial distnlution of theme pavilions pervaded the 

national spaces of Expo 67 with the ovemding theme of Tihn," and worked to wed 

individual, self-interested nations through the glue that was the theme pavilions. "Man" 

transcended nation at Expo 67 - an unquestionably -pic endeavour. 

Utopia as defined by The O j o d  English Dictionary is "an imagineci perfect place or 

state of things" (Thompson: 1546). Certinly this was the concephml focus of Expo 67, 

with its emphasis on technology, "Man" and how he would live in the b. Expo 67 

was the drearn of or first step toward this prfect place or state of things on this scale, 

with Moshe Safdie's Habitat 67 standing as the mark of this fkm. Louis Mann in an 

essay titled "Disneyland: a Degeneraîe Utopia", a reworking of arguments presented in 

his book Utopics: Sporui Play (1989). affords a more complex definition of utopia 



Marin centres a word play as the beginaing of his paper by substituting "ou" for "u" in 

Utopia making Ou-topia, a name given by Thomas More at the begi~ing of the sixteeth 

century to a "blessed i s l d  between England Md Arnerka (Uann, 1977: 51). In so 

doing, Marin is abfe to set into play various elements constitutive of utopia that m a i n  

uaspeakable withni its own discourse but that overtum the notion of utopia as an 

imagined perfiect place or state of things. Utopia is a geographical location in between 

Europe and America; this in between is  meant to si- a neutrality, a place neither 

positive nor negative (Thompson: 916) outside of the politics and problems of both 

Europe and Arnerica But for Marin "neurnil" is only meaningful in relation to another 

term to which it is positioned oppositioarlly; neutral is "the name given to limits, to 

contradiction itself' (Marin, 1977: 51)- This contradiction constitutes the centre of 

utopic discoune. In Marin's words, We topographid, political, social spaces 

articulated by the utopian text pluy, they shrink and swell, they warp, they do not fit 

exactly together there are empty places between these spaces. The discourse held on 

utopia attem pts... to rnake the spaces signified by the utopian text coherent and consistent 

by filling them up with its own signimng substance'' (50). This "filling up" pmcess is 

the fiction of utopic discourse. 

This theoretical space is beneficial to a discussion of the Canada Complex at Expo 67. 

Under the umbrella theme of Man and His World the Canada Complex was designed as 

the stage on which Canada would present itself to the world, and was the centre of 

activity at Expo 67. It consisted of the Canadian Pavilion, the pavilions of  Ontario, 



Québec, the Atlantic R a v i n a s  and the Western Provinces, and the square housing the 

symboiic structures Katimavik a six story inverted -d containing a sculpture 

garden h m  which views of Expo were obtained and the People Tree, an enormous 

globe-shaped tree with leaves representiag the people of Canodi at wodc a d  leisure. Its 

essentially circular fom on the west end of IIe Notre Dame d e d  and s e c d  by the 

cuve of the rear side of the Canadian Pavilion (fig. 4). repeats that of the utopic spaces 1 

have already m e n t i o d  Eveu the Expo 67 logo repesents utopic space as o circle (fig 

5), drawing its inspiration from one of the oldest known drawings of "Mann - "eight 

identical groups of twïn figures represent mankind in unity encircling the worldw (The 

Canadian Corporation for the 1967 World Exhibition: 28). And ancboring this order is 

the People Tree "a huge reproduction of a mapie tree, of which the leaves are hmdreds 

of colored photographs depicting Canadiaas at work and leisure" (89). Its form is a 

globe, the shape of hannony, order and unïty, the perfect shape to represent the nation, 

and with Katimavik it was the centre of the Canada Cornplex at Expo 67. 

So one sees i n s c n i  in the very forms and spaces that represent Canada at Expo the 

circle, the shape of utopia itself, "an imagined perfect place or state of things." With 

Katimavik and the People Tree anchoring the cornplex, the various pavilions of Canada 

approximateiy encircle the pl- Louis Mann writes: "SomaUnes, if  not aiways, eàges 

and borders have the precise and conceaied function of indicating the anter" (Marin, 

1977: 50), a well-received theoreticai notion today which within this spatid scheme tells 

one a great deal about this utopic space. There was a spatial hierarchy operating within 



the spaca of the Canada Complex at Expo 67. The relationship that each of the 

provincial and regiond pavilions had to the centte represented by the Canadian Pavilion, 

Katimavik and the People Tree was unequal, with Ontario holding the privileged position 

nearest Canada (in fact between the host Québec and Canada) and beïng the only 

provincial or regional pavilion to be dirrctly adjacent to i t  Within this cirnifar 

arrangement, lying in semndary positions are the pavilions of the Western and Atlantic 

Provinces, where the Atlantic proMnces are situaîed fiuther from the centre and separated 

fiom it by a canal, and the Western provinces, though they share access to the square 

with Canada, are detached h m  it by the monorail. The provincial pavilion located 

West fiom the centre is Quebec wbich was situated closer to the French Pavilion above 

it than to the Canadian Pavilion, 

The circular formation of the Canada Complex perfoms some of the work that Marin 

wrïtes of by making "the spaces signified by the utopian text coherent and consistent by 

filling them up with its own signifying substancece" The circle fortifies the space as 

utopic; however, Maria also Ates that the utopic text plays: it shrinks, warps, swells and 

does not fit exactly together. There are empty places between these spacesy', he writes 

(50). This is what was occurring in the spatial organhation of the Canada Complex - the 

circular organization attempted to secure the space as utopic at the same time that the 

provincial and regionai pavilions were positioned hienirchically in relation to the 

Canadian Pavilion, thus producing p l .  in the meaning of the cornplex, and more 

importantly in the meaning of the terni Ca& the referent of the nation. 



The ~ndianr of CUM~U and the ambivaïenî nation-spce 

1 have intentionally excluded îhe Indians of Canada Paviîion h m  the above discussion. 

The Indians of Canada Padion was located near the Pavilion of the Atlantic Provinces 

(fig- 3). In the spatial scheme above outlined, the Indians ofCanaàa Pavüion lies finthest 

outside the circular arrangement that is the Canada Complex, even outside the position of 

Quebec, on the other side of the canal and the monorai1. Tnterestingly, it is loated next 

to the Pavilion of the United Naîions In the photograph it is ciearly positioned on the 

margin of the utopic space of the Canada Complex, the outside margïn 1 would argue, mt 

quite able to be incorporated into the body of the nation. In fact, the Indiam of Caaadp 

Pavilion is not Iisted in the Etpo 67 Wciaf  Guide (fig. 3) as a National Pavilion 

(yellow); rather it is listed as a Private Pavilion (brown) and is part of a group including 

the Pavilion of the United Nations (#as) and the Christian Pavilion (#416), an eene 

combination given Canada's treatrnent of its First Peoples, especially in relation to its 

Christianizing mission. The Mans of Canada Paviiion, then, was not a component of 

the Canada Complex at Expo 67. 1 want to as15 then, why was this m c u l a r  theme 

pavilion chosen to bt so closely associated with the Canada Complex yet still not 

included within it? 

In "Dismiation: time, nanative, and the margins of the modem nation" Homi Bhabha 

formulates 'ihe complex strategies of cultural identification and discursive rddcess thet 

b c t i o n  in the name of 'the people' or 'the nation' and make them the irnmwnt 



subjects and objects of O range of social and literary narratives" (Bhabha, 1990: 292). 

Bhabha is not interertai in producing a general theory, nor is his main wncem the 

discourse of aationalism; rather. he is dcawn to the nation as a narrative strategy. to the 

act of writing the nation, to the "disjunctive for- of representation that signify a people, 

a nation, or a national culture" (292). 

73i~semiNation~ works with the notion of ternponliiy, through which Bhabha displaces 

historicism as the dominant feature in discussions of the nation. He argues that the time 

of the nation, and its writing, is split in two, that thete is a doublemçs that characterizes 

the writing (narration) of the nation. The space and time of the modem nation is never 

horizontal or empty, though it always is represented as sucb Rather, nanating the nation 

engages two times simdtaneously, the pedagogical and the penomiative, whemn 

pedagogicai time represents the synchronous, continuist, accumulative temporality of 

historicism; and the perfonnaîive is a repetitive. recursive, disjunctive temporality which 

destabilizes the "empty-tirne" of the nation (299.302). For Bhabha it is the combination 

of the pedagogical and the performative, not their accumulation but their splitting 

fiuiction, which produces a central feature of the modem natiom This is ambivalence; 

Wie national narrative is the site of an ambivalent identification; a margin of the 

uncertainty of cultural meaning that may becorne the sprice for an agonistic rninonty 

position" (3 17). Identifications of love and hate (or desire and repulsion) thaî emerge in 

the space of ambivalence or lirniaality, occupy the same psychic space demonstmtiag 

"how the demand for a holistic, representative vision of society could only be represented 



in a discourse that was ut the sme time ObSeJSively fixed upoq and uncat*n of, the 

boundaries of society, and the margins of the text" (2%). At the same time diat the text 

daims to be rrpmentative a crisis is pmvoked within the process of sipnincatiou and 

discursive adciress. Built into the c l a h  to be repesentative is the insufflciency of that 

claim. But ambivalence is not a defect to be amended - it is the site fiom which to 

narrate the nation. A lïminal position, at once inside and outside the national narrative, 

the uncertain boundary of society, the mgin of the text, is the place far am agonistic 

minority position to be estabLished From here one may launch a contestation to narrative 

authority, the Windspot that will not let the natiomlist gaze settle centrally" (3 18). 

The Indians of Canada Pavilion occupied Bbabha's ambivalent, liminal s p c e  physically 

and psychicaily. Sihisted outside of the circle of the Canada Complex and listed as e 

theme pavilion rather than as  a wmpoaent of the Cornplex in the officiai guide, the 

Mans of Canada Pavilion nevertheless remaineci attached to the Complex through its 

physical proximity to i t  Its listing in tbe official gui& positioned the Mans of Canada 

Pavilion outside the utopic space of "Canadan as repnsented by the Canada Complex, 

while ut the smne time, its physical site in relation to the cornplex positioned it inside that 

space, though just, as did its title, the indians of Canada Pavilion. But thk negotiation 

was more cornplex. Inside the Canada Complex the signs of Nativeness existed 

everywhere: from the art m w u m  to the most popular restaurant on the Expo site, La 

Toundra, to the monumental structure of the square at the Camda Complex, Kntimevik 

to the Haida sculpture inside IOitimaviVs sculpture gardm The centrality of Kotimavik 



combined with tbe other instances of Native presence demonstrates the centrality of 

difference to the conception of the Canada Cornplex- In fa* divetsity was a structurîng 

element of the representation of Canada, both at Expo 67 and during the Centennial 

celebrations In an interior photograph of the Caaadian Pavilion (fig- 6) taken nom a 

book titled My Home. A@ Native lond A People. meir Lund. nie& Growrh, sold at 

Expo 67 for one dollar, First Nations are seen to provide diveaity and are represmted as 

a constituent of the body of Canada Yet this difference was very hi- mediated, thus 

adding to its ambivaience. 

The ambivalent position of Fùst Nations at Expo 67 was conveyed through the theme of 

Man and His World,, and was articulateci througti the relation between modemity and 

history. As was stated earlier, Expo 67 was the Expo for the fiiture: "It was a drearn of 

something better, a playground of global utopianism in Canada's own backyard, a fmtasy 

of social perfdon7' (Pevere and Dyrnond: 55). From Bucbninster Fuller's geodesic 

dome to the tent-like structure of the German Pavilion to the design of Katimavik and the 

People Tree to Moshe Safde's Habitat to the tetrahedron of the Man the Explorer 

PaMlion to Alexander Calder's sixty-seven-foot tall sculpture titIed Man to the image of 

earth as viewed h m  outer space to the Camdian Pavilion itself, Expo 67 was inscn'bed 

with the signs of modemity. But the indians of Canada Pavition was positioned in a 

strange relation to rnodeniity, a relation revealed through references to architectural 

design and materiais. 



In the May 1967 a r t s d  issue titîed "Canada at Expo," in an essay titled "Expo: the 

Canadian Bddings," Professor James Acland of the University of Toronto's School of 

Architecture writes: 

Ultimately, a great fbir is an expaadcd marketplace in which the socides of men 
meet to compare d contrast diffing approaches to common pmblems. It is an 
affinnation of a certain style, an objective or a range of chnu. Of course it is 
visionary, apodyptic and unsouad; yet the pilions, displays and patterns of a 
great world's fair indicate the pattern of the future better than the day-by-day 
wrnpromised expediencies of professional developments and architecturai 
hackwork. -_ 

With the collapse of the initial visioaary theme of Man und Hfs World as it was to 
be expmsed in dynamic new architectonic concepts intimately related to the fabric 
of the city, the focus in Expo planning changed about 1964 to an exploration of 
novel systems ofconstniaion, housing exhibits which wuid cury a distant echo of 
the basic theme. As a "space fiame f ~ r , "  Expo is an unquelifid success; it gives 
the @cipating architects and designers an unequaleci opportunity to display their 
virtuosity in ingenious devices of steel, aluminum, wood and glass. But d e r  a 
century of trade fairs and nationalist exercises in promotional advertisement, Expa 
could have been the fksî intemaiional show to assess the d quaiity of life in the 
city.. .(Acland: 4,6). 

in fact, world faim had been since their official beginning in the mid-nineteenth cenhuy 

historic cornpetitions for architectural design (Sorlan: 210). One need only look to the 

Crystal Palace (London, 1851) to the Eiffel Tower (Park, 1889) or to the Atomium 

(Brussels, 1958) to wnfirm world faim as just such forums. Modemity, through world 

fair architecture, is i n x n i  into the very definition of the world fair. In this regard 

Expo 67 was no different, but its materials were. It was the "space frame fair" as 

indicated by Acland, in which the new materials designed for sprace exploration bad 

filtered into the locale of the fnir t h u g h  architectufe. In so dohg the fuMe of space 



exploration was brought to earth in the of new architectural design and matenals, 

confirming to visitors to Expo 67 that they were experiencing the 

in the most d i s c d  pavilions it was design and materials that set them a m  In the 

~ c k z l  Guide this emphasis is cl-. For example, Italy's pavilion "is simple but 

strilcing in fom On a rectaugular sloping roof - wiiich mars independently of the 

underlying stmctwes - three symbolic scalptutes summarize the *le exhibit" (127). 

The Ontario Pavilion's roof "is a soariag angled structure of pyramid sbapes whch 

appears to float over an exhiiit platforni 18 feet above ground level. The roof is an 

opaque vinyl glass fibre membrane stretched over cigar shaped steel booms" (158). 

Gerrnany's pgvilion is exemplaqc "A glane at the striking silhouette of the Gemüui 

Pavilion inevitably invites a closer look Its roof, supported by eight steel masts, of 

which the highest soars 120 feet into the sky, is made of a steel net Lined with a 100,000 

sq. ft. ~ s l u c e n t  plastic skinn (132). Even the organic structure of die Pavilion of the 

Western Provinces, wiîh ib wood shake roof and trees growing out of its top, could be 

recuperated into modemity by wncentrating on it as a romanticized engineering ftat: 

"The pavilion is virtually without walls and its imgular conical roof rests on low earthen 

embankments. It is finished in natural materials fiam Western Canada, and in the 

evenings lights dong the lower edge of the pavilion create the impression that it is 

floating gedy  upon the sbimmering waters of the cenaln (162). These descriptions 

abound in the official guide to Expo 67 and give a clear indication of the ernphasis 

placed on modemity as it was represented in architectural designs and materials 



A different emphasis is w i t n e s d  in descriptioiis of the Indians of Canada Pavilion (fig 

7). In the official guide m mention is made of its architecture or materials other than to 

state tbat it was a concept "that evolved into a significant form of expression* (p. 183). 

In The Mernorial Album of the Erhibirion (1 %7) it is descnôed: 

The 100-fmt-high teepee dominates a forest setting with an adjoining small lake on 
ne Notre-Dame near the pavilions of Canada md the C d a n  provinces. Tbe 
trees and bushes in the forrst corne from dl parts of the country; each hes a speckl 
meaning to the Indian people. Wbat catches the eye as we appoach are the bol4 
coloumil murals on the woodea wails of the building, painted by artist Francis 
Kagigewihivenikong h m  Ontario's Minitouiin Island The style seems geometric 
and modern, but the bird figures belong to traditionai Amerindian mytbology 
(Montréal. Universai aud international Exhi'biîïon: 1 18). 

In this instance there is no discussion of the modeniity of the architecture of the teepee 

or of its rnaterials, with the only refmnce to modemity king in dation to the painting 

on the outside of one of the buildings, which seems modern in design, though its content 

is Amerindian. indiamess overrïdes modemity. Yet the pwilion's fonn is clearly 

modern, especially the stylized 1-beam steel frame supporting the edifice h m  the 

outside, the very structural element seen to constitute the modernity of the Buckminster 

Fuller geodesic dome, the pavilions of Germany and Ontario, the Gyrotmn and other 

buildings on site. In fact, this structural element could be viewed as a sub-theme of the 

architecture at Expo 67. Why was the modemity of the teepee-like structure overlooked 

in favour of discussing its natural setting, complete with trees and a small lake? 



A response must consider the temporal. especidly modernity's relation to bistory. The 

people of the First Nations continue to be seen as operating on a different time. a 

problem exacerbated by the constant emphasis on tradition in discussions of First 

Nations' cultures, by non-Natives and Natives alilce. The emphasis on ancient traditions 

and ways of life positions Native cultures and peoples in a diffemnt histoncal space and 

time. tied to the rhythm of nature: "trees, shrubs. plants and rocks symbolize the 

Indian's hannony with nature.... With him it is  the sun d the moon which regdate the 

passing of thne. Any clack-reguiated tunetable is repugnant to him. The school bel1 

stades him" (Monttéal. Universal and intemational Exbiiition: 11 8, 120). These words 

are fiom the The Mernorial A I b m  of the &hibition. Such enunciations fiuiction to lock 

Native people and theu cultures into an anti-modem space and time, a pure and empty 

space guided by the cycles of the mwn, an entirely pedagogical space and time, to use 

Bhabha's formulation. 

#en modemity is discussed in relation to people of the First Nations, it is not something 

they work within, but something working upon them. It is the effects of modemity that 

are accentuated: "Pnmarily the Indian people want to ptesent the problems with which 

they are faced by involvement in a m d e m  technological society, and to affirm their wifl 

to preserve the traditiod mord and spirituai values of their forefathers" (The Canadian 

Corporation for the 1967 World Exhibition: 183). Here the perceived link (or rifi) 

between non-Native, modern technological society and traditional, spiritual, Native 

culture becornes evident Under this directive, modeniity is something that moves 



through and intemips the lives of First Peoples rather than something to which one 

adjusts relatively unpoblernatically. in fàct, it is the extreme difficuity of adjustment to 

modemity that is uniquely emphasizeâ in discussions of First Pwples at Expo 67 and 

elsewhere. The bizarre lack of discussion concerning the modemity of the Mans of 

Canada Pavilion, both in terms of design and materiais, foupied with the emphasis on 

ancient traditions and the prceived inabilÏty of Natives to fuacbon within mademity, 

served to position the M a n s  of Canada Pavilion in a strange relation to the modem 

nation. Once again its arnbivaient rnmiage to the nation is clear, with m&m*ty - here 

viewed through a discussion of architecture and materials - performing the iilusary 

gesture of determining one's place. 

ugonçy): the transport d i n e  

But what exactly is that place? This chapter has explicated some of the complexitia and 

contradictions within the spatial structure of the Canada Complex at Expo 67, especially 

as related to the Indians of Canada Pavilion, maintaining that these may tell one 

something about the relation between Native people and the idea of Canada king 

articulated and performed in 1967. Rather than wanting to expose the "rd" situation of 

Natives over and against those definitions offered at Expo 67, this chapter attempts to 

express both the inside-outness and the outside-imes of First Nations in Ca& in 

which Natives are "'at the sarne time" defineci as inside the nation and without. It is 

precisely this ambivalence that Homi Bhabha bites as the qmce to found an "cagonistic 



minority position" wherein one may begin to challenge the pedagogical space and t h e  of 

the nation, 

Yet 1 am leR with a feeling of discornfort over Bhabha's "agon," which continues to 

fiindon within centdrnargin models. Elspeth Probyn's words about queer belonging in 

Québec rehim to haunt me as I th id  about Homi Bhabha, particularly her notion of 

singuiarity and its relation ?O the figure of the rnargin, a notion she borrows h m  Stuart 

Hall: ''the margin-center equation is posed as selfevident when in fact it is always getting 

up to other things, forging other discursive directions" (Probyn, 1996: 72). h b y n  argues 

that the self-evident nature of this mode1 is deceptive, for it generates a certain 

understanding of colonial history and geography in Canada, thus producing a pride in 

marginality and a fear of isolation (73). Matginaiity, therefore, is made to stand as a 

discursive operator that sets into play other discourses. in her fke trade example. 

perceived Canadian economic isolation W s  stereotypes of Canadians and Québécois 

in relation to the Amencan economic giant, "a small instance in a large repertok of 

cultural images that interrelate geography, land, space, and tirne in very affective ways" 

(74). Probyn argues that some of the central signs that figure Canada as marginal, such 

as the Canadian Pacfic Raitway, are posed as coterminous with certain conceptions of 

the nation (76), figurations which are mutdly supporthg and regenerating. But the 

question remauls: marginal to whatl For Robyn, a response must refigurp the lines so 

that they intersect in difXerent ways but never through pre-existing deteminations to form 

"alternative national mmers," new lines of becoming" (76). 



Probyn's "altemative national mannes" work well within Chantal MoufXeYs theories of 

democracy, which posit difference as the guarantor of a democratic society. MoufEe 

argues, and here she is in accord with Bhabha, that difference cainnot be erased in favow 

of an abshlict universal: T o r  a raâïcai and plural democc8cy, the belief thot a fiaal 

resolution of codicts is eveatually possible, even i f  envisaged as an asymptomatic 

approach to the regdative ideal of a free and unconssaihed communication, as in 

Habermas, far from providing the necessary horizon of a dernomtic projecc is 

something that puts it at risk" (Moirffe, 1993: 8). For MoufEe antagonism between 

political groups is essential to the democratic poject, with the b i s  of democracy 

standing as an agreement on democratic prihciples. Merence stands on this: politid 

groups will always have adversaries with whorn they stniggle for representation; 

however, with agreement in principle, such adversaries will not prïvilege their own 

politics as the unique ground for democracyocracy Antagonism is ineradicable. 

Mouffe's anti-essentialist position af t ïms  that neither the totality nor its fiagrnent 

possesses a fixed identity. Each, rather, is contingent on the f o m  of iîs articulation. In a 

similar vein, Lamnce Grossbcrg argues that theories of identity have fkiled to open up a 

space of anti- or counter-modernity; in fm the notion of difference is also a historically 

produceci economy that must &if€ through t h e  in order to maintain its relevance 

(Grossberg. 94). Theones of identity must be re-acticuiated accordhg to alternative 

logics to move beyond models of oppressor/oppressed, opprersion/resistance and toward 



a model of articulation as %andonnative practice," as a "singular becoming of a 

community," he argues (88). This is done by employing a model of the u~ther" that is 

not essentiaiist, wherein one develops a "strong sense that the 0 t h  exists, in its own 

place, as what it is, uidependently of any spec@c relations" (94), a theory of the 

"changing same" to use Grossberg's tenn- To define this changing same, Grossberg re- 

articulates the concept of agency, arguing that it is not possessed by an individual but is a 

"product of the diagrmu of mobiîitj a d  placement which defirie or map the possibüities 

of where and how specific vectors of infiueace cen stop and be placecï' (102). Agency, 

then, is a product of wntingency thp poduces "temporary points of beloagiag and 

identification, of orientation and installation, creating sites of strategic histoncal 

possibilities and activities.... Agency is the empowerment enabled at @culs sites, 

dong particular vectors" (102). This is a concept of "belonguig without identity," a 

singular belonging which respects the other without absorbing it into the same, or the 

different (103), a position which may redrient the tenns of (identity) politics. 

Rather than a politics based upon identity as something possessed by individuals, more 

hansient needs and desires becorne the b i s  of politics; these may even contradict 

historical identity categories in their formulation. Grossberg gives the example of the 

student protests in Tiananmen Square in 1989, arguing that there was no shared identity 

that students possessed other than the f i t  that they came together for tbat moment, for a 

particular need, and would subsequently disperse. He writes that as a cccommunity of 

opposition" the students shared: 



no common identity, no pperty that defines them aprt from the fkt thst they 
were there, together, in that place. It was the fm of belonging tbrt constituted 
their belonging together- Such a singularity operates as a tmnsprt machine 
following a logic of involvement, a logic of the next (rather than of the proper). It 
refiises to take any iaotsnce as a synecbdocal image of the wbok. It is ody at tk 
intersection of the various lines at the commtc place of belonging tht we can 
identis the different processes of individuation &ed out through p u p s  and 
people, new modes of individuation and even subjcctivatioa with w identity- 
Such a wmmunity wouid k bwd ody on the exten'ority, the exposure, of the 
singuiarïty of belonging (104)f 

How, then, is it possible to refigure the lines of the nation to fom alternative natiooat 

becomings? If 1 wish to go kyoad the centrehargin mode1 t o d  a nonessential 

meaas of defining identity, how then, might 1 discuss the spatiality of the Inâïans of 

Canada Pavilion? In 1967, Native people in Canada were struggling for reptesentation; 

indeed, Native participation in the concephialization, constniction and operation of the 

Indians of Canada Pavilion was a centrai concem for the Centennial Cornmittee, with a 

Native Advisory Board to Expo 67 king organized to ensure the presence of Native 

voices (Blydon: 55-61). In fact, a haltingly disturbing message issued h m  the Indians of 

Canada Pavilion as a result of Native participation, and was o&n in dirrct contrast to the 

desires of the Deputment of Indian and Northem Anairs that wished to be non-political 

with regard to the displays (60). Within the lndians of Canada Pavilion diverse Native 

groups came together to exhibit common oomponents of their citizenship in Canada - 
oppression and subjugation. Their pavilion provided the space to define Native 

commonality at the same time h t  it exhiiited spatially the relation of Native people to 

the nation of Canada through its position vis-à-vis the Canada Complen While opemting 

6 It is important to note tht a strong rdirion of studeat pmtest hs exbted in China fbr decrdes- 
Grossberg is arguuig that the common g r o d  the studmts shre in protest does not constinnt an idmtity, 
but rather a "community of oppositionn which shifts acadhg to nad. 



within Expo 67's axiom of corning t e  to solve pblems for humanity, the Indiaas 

of Canada Pavilion aiso produced a spacc for Native people to organïze collectively to 

solve problems exclusive to hem, as a people with a shared history. This type of 

organkation had I d  to many advances for Native people since WW II including, but not 

limited to: a revïsed Indian Act whicb, among other items, repealed anti-potlatch laws 

(195 1) (Dickason: 329-3 1); edbchisement without compomising special status (1960) 

(400); the right of women to rttaur thtu status upon manying nomMans (1985) (33 1); 

and the shift toward self-govenunent which conturues today. The M a n s  of Canada 

PaMlion was a trernendous success not only for the sense of politics it promoted for 

Native people, but a h  for the uses made of it as a gaîhering place for political and social 

purposes by Native groups mtil its destruction in the late 1980s (Brydom 60). Yet, its 

success at Expo 67 resided in the erasure of ciifference amoagst Native groups to aid in 

exhibiting collective wncerns, an important step toward political representation, but one 

which ultimately would be limiting. Thus, the Indians of Canada Pavilion produceci a 

line of flight toward aitemative citirenship in Canada at the same time as it was 

wnstmined through its conceptualkation of identity politics, a politics which even today 

has not been entirely dislodgd 



Chapter Two 

The Most Important Secretary in Canada 
and theChafeiaine Expo Home 

"are you a wonatm or a parliantentaria? " 

Judy LaMimh was tbe most important secretary in Canada in 1967. As Secretary of 

State, having been appoint4 as what Piem Berton a i l s  a 'konsolation prue" (Berton, 

1998: 13) after the 1965 election, Judy LaMarsh was cespo11~ïbIe for the festivities tbat 

traversed Canada during the Centemiai year. Besides this under LeManh the Ministry 

of Health and Welfan legislated some of the mainstays of the Canadian nation: the 

Canada Pension Plan, the Cana& Assistance Plan, the National Arts Centre, the National 

Museums Act and Medicare. LaMarsh was also a central figure in the establishment of  

the Royal Commission on the Status of Women, set up in 1967. A busy minister ïndeed 

and a dynamo. Judy LaMarsh is lcnown for her black-and-white political attitudes and 

her ability to fight for wbat she believed Elected as an MP in Lester Pearson's L i k d  

Party in 1960 for the Niagara Falls ridiag, LaMarsh became Minister of Health and 

Welfare after the 1963 Liberal win over Diefenbaker's Conservatives, and remaineci in 

political office until her 1968 retirement h m  politics LaMarsh was the only woman in 

Pearson's cabinet and recalls in her aut~biography~ Mernoirs of a Bird in o GuiIded Cage 

(1969), her differential treatment For instance, after an invitation to Govemor-General 

Vanier's official residence to sign the Rivy Council roll as the new govemment, the 

group broke for lunch, iaMarsh writa: "As us& most of the men broke off into p u p s  

to lunch together and I went off by rnyself. ln the five yeus in Cabinet..I doubt that 1 



had lunch with one or another of my coUe8gues in an informai way more than a hsndful 

of times .... This 1 found one of the most difficult thïngs to get used to in Ottawa - dmost 

total isolation hm my colleagues excep on parliamentary mattersn (LaMarsh: 51-52). 

The sense of isolation LaMarsh felt often slipped into utter denigration, as LaMarsh 

repeatedly notes in her memoirs and as Berton points out in his book 1967. 

The contention of this sub-section is thst sometbing peRicular occun in representations 

of Judy LaMarsh's body that is comected to notions of feminînity, decorn  and excess. 

As the only woman in Pearson's cabinet, LaUarsh in many ways worked in a "man's 

world,"-and yet, Judy LaMorsh did not M o r m  as expected- For instance, when male 

Members of Parliament met dignitaries they bowed, while women were required to 

curtsy. In her memoirs LaMarsh discusses this difference and the humiliation ît caused 

her by repeatedly positionhg her in wntradistinction to her male wlleagws, pointing to 

her femininity as a marker of ciifference- Withh the political realm she felt this to be 

inappropriate, a point which at once set her apart and devalued her position there 

(LaMarsh: 217-24). Not only this, but, as LaMarsh admits in ber autobiography, afler 

ptacticing and practicing she was almost always unable to get the curtsy right, awkwardly 

placing the incorrect foot forward again and again (Berton: 19). Although one may never 

know her motivations for doing so, LaMarsh did lobby to have the curtsy removed from 

official govemment protom& a process completed when Norah Michener bowed to her 

husband upon his swearïng in as Govemor-General in 1967, but not soon enough for 

LaMarsh, who was required to curtsy kfore approximately forty VIPs as they amived for 



their official gree'ng on the lawn of Parliament Hill during Centenniai Pummer (Berton: 

1 8- 19). 

It îs this awkwarâness and refusPl to act as expecteâ to which 1 wish to col1 attention, to 

this perceived iaability of LpManh to act with decocu, within the d e s  of ptocol ,  to 

inevitably spill beyond the ftame of p p e r  action. As the official repmentative of the 

goverameut in power, deconan and protoc01 are essential features of the office of 

Secretary of State, a point Qubly tme during the Cenknnïal year in which LaMarsh was 

obliged to travel throughout Canada and the world pomoting Centennial events and 

projects as well as to receive al1 foreign VIPs who arrïved in Ottawa for official visits. 

During 1967, one sws photographs of Judy LaMimh riding the Centennial train, holding 

a koala bear in the Sydney Zoo, at a Centennial garden Party with Lome Green, rubbing 

noses with Maurice Lamontagne at the 1967 New Year Party on Parliament Hill, and of 

her riding shotgun on a stagecoach (fkontispiece) to name but a few. Thk -on will 

investigate two strategies used to represent Secrem of State LaMarsh. 

in 1966, the Ministry of National Health and Welfare, LaMarsh's portfolio, launched a 

national anti-smoking campaign through the Smoking Reseuch Grant. LaMarsh recalls 

that at this time in cabinet meetings the room was ofien a cloud of blue, as almost 

everyone there smoked (53). However, Lah4arsh came under £ire for the perceived 

hypocrisy of ber ministry launching such a campaign as she wntinued to smoke three 

packages of cigarettes a day. W h  immediatcly quit smoking and soon gained forty 



poumis, a point of shame she discusses in her memoia. This point is also m e n t i o d  in 

an interview for ChateIatne Magazine that LaMarsh gave in February 1968: "Close 

fiiends say that Judy has been persodly unhappy for the past year and that she fin& the 

job not very satisfactory. The fact that she has gained ninety pounds since she became a 

cabinet minister is some Lind of confirmation (Michener 79). I am interested in this 

weight gain for the naduig of LaMarsh's body and actions it seems to facilitate. Mary 

Russo in her book The Fende Grotesque: Ri& ficess and M i @  of 1994 argues 

that the fat body, especiaily the fat female body, is a repository of shame and repessed 

desire that contn'butes to &finitions of femininity (ad class) (RUSSO: 24). in the aix of 

Judy LaMarsh the weight gain and resultant body-form combineci with a wmmon 

perception of her as a '8ig mouth" to produce a mutuaily supporting system in which a 

commentary on her weight gained impact through its attachent to her mouth and vice 

versa. 

This is evident in a caticatwe done of LaMknh in the Toronto Star by Al Beaton titled 

"Say It Isn7t So" (fig. 8), which rnadced LaMarsh's retirement fiom politics in 1968. In 

"Say It Xsn't Son the carkatwist is kneeling in fiont of a bust of Judy LaMarsh and 

pleading with it while tears fly from his eyes to produce a puddle on the flwr. Behind 

him and above his work table are several images of LaMarsh with her characteristic big 

mouth, only this time smiling, pehps  due to the happùiess caused by her announcement, 

In only one of the images is LaMarsh's body present: portrayed from behind the 

caricature shows her walking away h m  the viewer, with briefcase in hand and her amis 



shortened to emphasize the rotundïty of her enormously fàt body. Even the vent in her 

jacket is renderd arnbiguously so it appean her skirt is riding low, baring her riss to us 

dl. This image, 1 beiieve, attests to the syuchronicity produced between ha mouth and 

body, together fiiciiitating an injiirious reaâîng of LaMush's characte? and politia, 

which were s e v d y  strained by 1968 a k r  severai difficulties which m s e  in the period 

prior to her retirement 

For example, LaUarsh's comments to Pierre Berton during an i n t e ~ e w  on CBC 

television, in which LaMarsh openly criticized the President of the CBC, Alphonse 

Ouimet, were the fM ones in a growing chah of insult and injury beginning with 

LaMarsh's attack on John DeifenMer upon her mival in Cabinet As the Minister 

responsible for the CBC, Lalbhrsh stated on Berton's nightly programme that she was 

seeking a "brilliant nsing star" who was %th it" to replace Ouimet upon his retirement 

at the end of 1967, someone capable of briagiag uni@ to the wunûy by promoting 

Canadian programming, a task for which Ouimet was not deemed capable (Berton, 1998: 

88-89, Michener: 76). A perbaps minor indiscrrtion became a national scanda1 when 

Berton asked if perhaps LaMarsh wuld find money to renoMte the studio for Front Page 

Challenge. LaMarsh mponQd that then wouid be plenty of money if the CBC had 

better management, a perceived "kick in the teeth to every single CBC employee with 

management hinctions" (Berton: 89), especially Ouimet The debate deepened and raged 

on with the estabiishment of the Canadian Radi~~Television Commission king its result 

But this did not occur until the deôacle had threatened the CBC and the L i k d  Party 



(Michener 41). a point for which LPUush wu not forgiven by many Ministem includkg 

Pearson 

In a widely circulateâ photograph of Judy LiMarsh gceeting the Queen and Rince Philip 

on Parliament Hill on 30 June 1%7 (fis 9) LaMaish is seen next to Queen Elizabeth II 

with Prince Philip smiling at someotte hidden behind LaMarsh's form and Lester P m  

fotlowing them, seemingiy paying no attention to the group. A Mounbie tails them. The 

caption that appears with the photopph in LaMarsh's mernoirs is interesting. It reads: 

"Remember now, stay one step behind, and Qn't speak to Their Majesties urûess they 

speak fi& (LaMarsh: between 186 + 187). 1s this an injunction that LaMarsh repeats 

obsessively to herself like the grocery iist a child repeats on the way to the store, or is it a 

wamhg fiom another quarter? It is not clear, but the inclusion of this statement with the 

photograph betrays a certain parrtnoia that LaMarsh might transgress the discipLinary 

codes of protocol and deconim by s&ag out of tuni or marchg ahead of the Queen 

And in the photograph LaMarsh ïs speahng- Has she aîready spilled beyond the h m e  

and transgressed propriety? If the Queen represents magisterial deconmi and an always 

appropriate femininity, can LaMinh h m  be seen as anything other than its antipodey a 

shame inscribeci in the lowering of the head and a rolling of the shoulden that position 

LaMarsh in an outlandish relation to the class of the Queen? 

And what about that dress and hat? LaMarsh wears a snugly f i t h &  crocheteci bution- 

front dress with a thin cord belt which empbasizes her bieasts and midriff. Over this is a 



matching crocheted half-sleeve jacket of the same leagth. Wrinkled gloves reach 

halfiivay up LaMarshYs forearm leavïng the other half bare while a matching hat tops off 

the ensemble. Her outfit stands in stark cuntrast to thc architecture of the Queen's attire. 

As mentioned, one of Judy LaMarsh's duties during the Centennial year was to p e t  d l  

foreign dipitaries who amived in Ottawa. LaMarsh mentions that her office on 

Parliament Hill became a Whnl closet for that year and that if she were a man it would 

have been much less cumplicated as she would ody have been required to cbange her tie 

periodically. This was exacerbated by the mail LPUPnh received after any public 

appearance criticizïng either what she wore, how much she spent, or both (Michener. 78) 

Yet, her request for a clothing ailowance, supported by the Miaister of Finance. Walter 

Gordon, was de& by Prhe Minister ~earsoa' AIthough one may never be certain as 

to why, a respome must consider LaUanh's gender and h a  differential position vis-i-vis 

the male Parliamentarians with whom she worked In a 1973 interview for the series 

"Canadian Public Figures on Tape" LaMarsh was asked by the inttmiewer to reflect on 

her charactec as both a person and a phenornenon in the press, to which she began a 

response by recounting an interview conducted by a j o d i s t  in the pariiamentary 

cafeteria idhhrsh recalls how when they sot down, the intewiewer crossed his amis. 

looked at her and asked, "'Are you a woman or a parliamentarian?" a question LaMarsh 

was stunned by then, and angerd by aflecwafd She says to the 1973 intewiewer, 9 am 

sure no man has ever been asked this." The perceived fissure and ineconcilability 

7 Pierre Berton writes that Lahhsh spent $100 000.00 on clothes fDr the Cenîumiai p a r  (Bertok 
I 998: 20) d e  Michener &es tbat LaMac& spcnt S5000.00 out of a ullVy of S3 5 000.00 (Micbaicr: 78). 
This is a wild dismp.ncy which nonethdes esublisbes tht L.Musb speat a tranendous amount of her 
own money for her public role. 



between woman and parliamentarian was a constant problem for LaMarsh, wtio says she 

was always considerd to k a %eakn and a "hybd," with no one knowing "exactly 

whether 1 was a man or a woman" (Ontario Institute for Studies in Edution). It seem 

that gender, through this hybridrty, worked against LaMarsh in two ways that could 

produce either oppression based on her king a woman or on her not beïng emugh of a 

woman, 'Wady-like) "urwft," "ungentle" to use LaMarsh's words (Ontario Institute 

for Studies in Education). I thinL Pearson's refusai of a clothing al ïowa~e must be seen 

in this light, with LaMarsh's identity as a parliamentarian fàcilitating a r e W  to be 

regarded as a woman, with its seemingly superfluous requirements. 'Ihus Pearson's 

refusai wuld be read as a fesponse to a woman making immoderate daims on the public 

purse rather than Canada's Sec- of State needing to be appropriately attired for 

public events diiring Canada's most important year. Or was this decision by Pearson an 

attempt to undennine LaMarsh, not his favourite MP by any means, to contain and even 

embarras her, a punishment for her difficult nature, or for king a woman in politics? 

Containment in relation to LaMarsh is an important aspect of her representation, and was 

used to refeminize her according to contemporary codes of femininity. An adverthement 

that appeared in Chatelaine Magazine in April 1967 (fig 10) illustrates well 

contempotary notions of the female body and how to reform it sîating "Everything is 

under control: hips, tummy, even midriff - everything's sleekly controlled, neatly 

understateci in these ridy drusy h h  and sarong go-betweens- The secret of control is, of 

course, nylon covered lycra - light but packed with holding pwer." Here is g l i m p d  



how a certain fom of feminine desirability is achieved through tbe actuai reformation of 

the female body, with the stitching in the centre marking its ultimate fom: a &ect 

hourglass. However, this type of direct refom of LaMersh's femininity, a resbphg of 

her physically, is mt what 1 am arguing for, because, and thio neeàs to be stated, her body 

did not stand so absurdly outside contemporary codes of desirability, although as the 

caricature discussed abve argues, her weight was a point of ridicule. Rather a more 

subtle reworkïng of chanaer io poduced by rrpaeating LaMarsh in "ferninine" 

environments performing "feminine" activities. 

On the cover of The CoMdun, a monthly insert in the Monireaï Gazette, on 15 April 

1967 appean a pbotograph of LaMarsh (fig I l )  putting the naal touches on a dress she 

has designeci Standing in profile with head turned and wearing in a classic black dress, 

hose and pumps with ody  a simple strand of black pearls adorning her body, she smiles 

excitedly toward the camera, *le next ta her, a mode1 stands fiontdy positioned in a 

strange pose that better exhibits the extended a-line design a d  decorative pattern of the 

dress and provides bulk to her fom. Whether intentiod or not, this stance reduces the 

bulk of LaMarsh's body, as does LaMarsh's profile stance itself. But this is a minor point 

that perfoms a level of containment on LaMarsh's body- Recall LaMuJh's comments 

on "Canadian Public Figures on Tape" wbere she desipated henelf to be a "hybrid," 

with people not knowing whether she was a man or a womaa. Recall as well the 

journalist's question: "Are you a woman or a parliamentarian?" Images such as the cover 

of The Conodion work to make a "woman" out of a' "parliameniarian" by seducing 



LaMarsh7s body out of the mady politid d m  and pitioning it firmly within that of 

femininity A teference to this is made at two points in the feature's accompanying text 

"It may talce a long time to decide who's to be the president of the CBC, but it only took 

Secretary of State Ju& LaMarsh five minutes ta turn out the flowery creation on our 

covei' (The Cadian:  19). a comment which refm to the difficulty of LaUpish d o h g  

"man's" work and the ease with which she perfonns 'îwoman's." LaMarsh's 

feminization is completeâ in the article's tinal two sentences: Yudy lookeà pretty sbarp 

herself as she wise-cracked her way through tbe modeling session- Did you get a Lod of 

those textmed nyions enclosing the best legs in the entire Canadian cabinet?" (19). Both 

the familiar use of her name, Judy, and the overt sexualization that does not consider the 

legs of male MPs, at once a compliment and a quip, perfom this final sexual geshne- 

Images such as the cover of The Canadian coatPin LaMarsh's body by recuperaing her 

femininity, not so much through her dress which was al- ferninine and fashionable, as 

through the actions she performs. Enjoying herself sewing a flower on a dress, or seen 

cooking a sauce in her kitchen (awther popular photograph of her reproduced several 

times), LaMarsh is no longer a hybrid, a dangernus and unstable man-woman, a 

parliamentarian, but is thoroughly and unapologetidly a woman. 

Judy LaMarsh is interesting for the manner in which she negotiated contemporary codes 

of femininity and politics. How might one relate Labksh to feminist practices in the 

mid-1960s an4 pethaps more importantiy here, to Expo 67? The following sections will 



take up these relationships in an investigation of the Man in the Home Pavilion, the 

Chatelaine Expo Home, designed and built for Expo 67. 

1960s Chatelaine 

In his book 1967 Piene Berton writes that by the hte 1960s, with Doris Anderson as its 

editor, Chatelaine '%ad for ten years been publishing a different kind of woman's 

magazine," adding that "'Anderson was always one to swim against the tide" (Berton, 

1998: 125). Chatelaine editors and executives wished to attract a national audience of 

middle-class female readers because these were believed to hold the purchashg power 

for the products Chtelaine adverhsed (Korinek: 95). However, Korinek argues that, 

king the ody Canadian women's magazine of the em Chatelaine had a large, broad- 

based readership of women (and some men) fkom diverse classes, regioas, ages, and 

ethnic groups, composing a reader base larger than the two national Canadian magazines, 

Melean's and Satwuby Ni&, wmbind  And 32% of Chatelaine readers were single 

women, in spite of its editorial bias in favour of marrieci women (Korinek: 84). Aside 

fiom articles on children's rights, youth and anti-Imperialism, and the standard fe8tures 

such as mcipes and makeup tips, Chtelaine Magazine also published texts on medical 

issues for women, women's equality, employment for womm and women's agency over 

their own bodies. in fact, Chatelaine by 1967 was publishing primuily feminist articles. 

Ledng  through its volumes for that year alone one discovers articles with titles such as 



"1s There a Prejudice A&ai*nst Women on Juries" (Apr. 1%7), "87 Jobs Older Women 

Can Leam Or Do. Right Now" (Apr. 1%7), T h e  Dangerous Disappearance of 

'Woman7" (May, 1967) anci "Why Men Want Out of Marriage" (Mir- 1967). This last 

article is intetesthg for its surprishg findings. Rather than suggesting that men want out 

of marriage because they are no longer satisfied with it as an institution, or becaise they 

are naturally non-monogamous and fa1 trapped, the problem for the men is one of 

independe- Each man Uùte~ewed urpresses the desire for his wife to be more 

independent: "She's a perféct d e e  There isn't any other woman in my life. Her world 

revolves around me. An4 says Gil violentiy, 1 don't want to be that important to anyone" 

(28,83). The autbor then goes on to ask, "Having won the right to some sort of eqdity 

in rnmiage, are we, as women, demanding too much of the partnership and dnvhg our 

husbands to boredom and thoughts of escape?" (83-84). Indeed the problern for some of 

the men inte~ewed is that they do not want theu wives to make a career out of 

mamage: Y just wish my wife would ure marriage as a solid base to operate nom, 

instead of trying to tum it into an enclosed circle. It gives me claustrophobia" (88). 

This, of course, is the point of the article: to remind women of their need for 

independence, even within the institution of marriage. 

In fact, independence for women îs the primary theme of Chtelaine throughout this 

period. One example may be fouad in CkteIaiine's "Women of Canada," a monthly 

commentary faturing women from a different province each month of the Centenniaï 



year. For Marck eight women h m  divGme backgrounds are featured,' In the article 

each woman's independence is central to ber story: the volunteet wwks at -ous 

projects not associated directly with her domestic He; the young womao who s e ~ s  

coffee lef€ home at age sixteen a d  is mvaliiating her immigrant parent's dues and 

exhiiiting an unfettered autonomy; evea the maïl-order bride is seen to have asserted ha 

independence by leaving her home in Yugodavia to take up life in rurai 

However, each women's iadcpaQmz is carefully weighect a g a d  0 t h  coricems and 

responsibilities. Sylvia Ostry, the Director of Special W p o w e r  Studies and 

Consultation at the Dominion Burcau of Statistics, balances a very successful high profile 

career with a demanding home life that includes king a mother of two and wife to a 

Regional Supervisor of Public Aûkk for CBC radio and television Even without 

editorial comments, the message of the fature is clear be your own person- 

This message is central to a feature which appeared in the Febniary 1968 issue of 

Chatelaine Magazine featuring Judy LaMarsh. "The Trouble With Iudy LaMarsh 1s ..." 

features several of the controversies LaMarsh weathered and discusses hem in relation to 

LaMarsh's feminïnity and politics, and foregrounds the split argued for above which 

occurs when a woman is also a politician. The article documents many of LaMarsh's 

accomplishments while a Member of Padiarnent and the dificulties she enwunteied in 

political life. niese are then measured agaUIst her character and evaluated in relation to 

LaMarsh's gender, arguing that ambivalence is "the key to her chuacter" (Michener: 76). 

8 No page numbers avaiirble. 



"She is a rnass ofcontlicting emotions." the author states. At once reticent about her 

public persona, IaMamb aiso was lmown to divulge private information quite reaâily; 

"violently" @sari at times. LaMarsh insisted on non-par&hamhip at other Mies; 

"tembly hurt by the constant remarlrs about ber s k ,  yet she invites them by being the 

first to cail attention to it7 (76). A certain schizophrenia emerges fiom these descriptions 

of LaMarsh, which simulfaneously refke to position her as a victim. In fac?, LaMarsh 

appesrs to wiltfully construct the oppositions which are seen to attach to her chafacter, to 

s p m  any will to categorize and limit her abiIities by reducing them to gender- Judy 

LaMarsh, then, maka a usefbi subject for Chtehine for her refusal to regard gender as a 

limitation and her willingness to cross gender lines and occupy "a man's world" (78). 

Furthemore, LaMarsh insists on maintainhg her femininity while also king critical of 

women who "let the side down" (76). Thus, while not relinquishing ber feminist ideals, 

Lalvlarsh afso promotes "femininitf as an agent of change. It is for îhese reasons thai 

LaManh appears as an exemplary subject for Chpteiuine: "Since she does not behave as 

others do, she is a challenge to both the men and women around her" (78). 

1 am arguing that a particular brand of feminism emerged nom Chatelaine Magazine 

with Doris Anderson as its editor, a féminism of wnstrained independence in which 

agency for womea was promoted while femininity was upheld as a basis for social 

change. How, then, did this feminism translate into the Chatelaine Home. the Man In the 

Home Pavilion at Expo 67? An exhibit that fore&n,unds home life, family and 

domesticity seems an odd choie for Chtefaine Magaine in the 1960s, a moment at 



which its officia1 editorial position centres on women's indepemhce and k i r  need to 

respond politicaïly to liféstyles thpt detennine their roies strictly in ~ e n n s  of domesticity. 

ChuteIaine Expo Home 

Situated on lot C-449 the Man In the Home Panlion (fig 12). coastnrted specially for 

Expo 67 by Chtekzine Magaine, occupied a rather strange spaee on ne NomDame. 

Sandwiched betwcen the private Economic Rogresr Pavilioa (C-448) a d  the Expo 

Banking Se* (C450), the Man In the Home Pavilion, or the Chatelaine Home as it 

was popularly d e d ,  was in an ana of the Expo site mulced by Expo Service Rojects, 

such as two vaporetto landings (C-458 [Afnca] + C459 w]), and an Expo Sewkxs B 

kiosque, as well as by the private pavilions of Canadian National (C-444) and C&*m 

Kodak (C45). With the nearest major theme padion being Man the Roducer (Cao)  

and k ing  quite distant fiom the Canada Cornplex, the Chatelaine Home occupied a 

national space closer to the countnes of Cuba (C-447), Guyana and Barbados (C-452), 

and Ceylon (C453), indeed closer to the entire square titled Afiica PIace (C-462 + C- 

463). This curbus spatiality &rein a pavilion so closely liaked with Canadian life was 

positioned at such a distance nom the territory in which it signifiai d e s  little sense 

without considering it in relation to the history of universai exhibitions. The Chatelaine 

Home, which the Expo 67 mciai Guide describes as "entirely C a ~ d i a n  in design and 

execution" (Expo 67 Ofticid Guide: 192). was made to signify progress against the 

"developing" nations in its vicinity, with their concentration on political developmenf 

industry, tourism, education and welfan (129-31). The Chatelaine Home declared a 



biumph for progress in each of these realms, with the nuclear family standing as the 

nahaal outcome of dcvelopment And Canada was represented as the pinnacle of this 

dewelopment. 

Constructed as  a twestory house with a fuU basement and interior singlecar garage and 

finished with upright pine siciing, the Man in tk Home Pavilion resembled a periscop 

lyhg on its side. The pavilion's intenor houseci a garage* hobby anci work centre in the 

basement with living areas and kitchen on the flrst flmr and ?hree bedrooms with two 

bathrooms on the secoad It also fatuecl a wine ceüar, gardening centre, sewing centre, 

outdoor swimmiag pooi and a "forever-green man-made lawn that you vacuum, never cut 

or water" (192). This prize-winning home was commissioned by the CarinAian 

Lumberman's Association, designed by architect Gustavo da Roza of Winnipeg, built and 

funushed by Chatelaine Magazine and won by a visitor to Expo 67. In the Elp 67 

Oficinl Guide the Cbatelaine Home is described as "a new imaginative concept in family 

living an outstanding design that wss the prize-w-r fiom over 130 entries in a 

Canada-wide cornpetition." The W c i a i  Guide adds that the Man In the Home Pavilion 

was conceiveci for an "average farnily in their late thirties with three children" (192). In 

the May 1967 feature of Chateiazne Magazine titled "Chatelaine Expo Home" a more 

detailed description is found: "The chmatic impact of the Man in the Horne Pavilion at 

Expo 67 is achieved by the simple elegance of its architectural lines. You can see at a 

glance ... what rnakes this a p a t  house - full-height walls of glass. an unplaned-pine 

extenor that architect Gustavo da Roza treated to give a play of light and shacbw. Inside 



there are soariag spaces, a d  more of the wannth and strength of mtmî wooci" 

(Carnpigne: 89). The author adds tbat the fmily imagined to accupy the Chatelaine 

Home are "for contest piirposnr a coupie with a son, nffan. and two daughteq ten and 

five" (89). The article then gas on to descn'be the house's intecior: 

The entry is roomy, has a mat closet at the end, various hobby rooms to the right 
A wine cellar needn't be a luxuiy....Wam cheny pmeling in lwnQy does away 
with that dinical h k  ... PoWdEr m m  of foyer combines color and 
convenience +...Garden centre bas siuk, growing light, materiais for potting. ...The 
compact kllchen hs iuminaus cding, under-cabinet üghts ... si& to the right of 
dishwasher, has waste dis posal... f08m-cushioned floor d e s  for cornfort 
u n d e r f i  (89, 91-92] .... At the top (of the stnirs], a bafwny bail le& to the 
master bedroom, itself a balway overlwking the living m m .  A cornmon ceiling 
texture and d l  color ties bedmom and living m m  togethet. Balcony poraeIing 
is same wood as exterior of house. The seventeen-fa glus waii is curiunsd 
with open-weave casement cloth specially mted to filter sunlight and 
insulate. ..boys ofall ages prefer thoroughly ~ ~ ~ ~ u l i n e  fumishings that stand up to 
hard Wear. Walls of bardy vïnyl panels aad a pull-out sofa bed give [the boy's] 
rmm a studio look the desk with good ügbting makes for good homework 
habits. There's no moming rush in ~s house as the children have thcü own 
p h t e  bathtoom .... Soft shades of puik and green esîablish a mood for two yomg 
daughters. Twin beds are piaced beadboard to h-d for pivacy. A dcsL 
extends the whole width of the mm..-" (97-98,100). 

While unique in style and set apart h m  the more standardid suburban houses of the 

period through its desim9 the Chatelaine Home nonctheless did mt mark a radical 

departure from convention, coataining the usual spaces of subiirbrn housing dong with 

the concomitant consumer conveniences. Especially wheu compared to other fonns of 

mavenck architectural design for housing in this period such as Moshe Safde's pmject 

that was built on Cité du HaMe for Expo 67, Hditat 67, the Chatelaine Home appears as 

a emphatically middle-class midence, an ideai dwelling for Mrs. Chetelaine 1967. 

9 For example, see the Sept. 1967 issue of C h e b i t u  for the féuiae " C b u ~ A p p r o v e d  Design 
Homes '67" in which six housine desigus fbm acms Curidil are bigûliphtrA. In rd.tion to these tbe 
Chaiefaine Home is set aput thtoogh its design 



Mrs- Chatelaine 1967 

As "Mrs. Chatelaïne 1967,- Eva Harnmond is the prescnbed occupant of the Chatelaine 

Home (fig 13): "She's Eva HamrnoaQ of St Hilaire, Quebec, who serenely manages a 

busy fmily of four young children, a number of absorbing hobbies and a bit of work too" 

(Chtelaine, May 1967: 39). Notice the concentration on her role as urnanagef' of the 

f'amily, rather uian mothet7 as well as the disîance Qawn between Hammond and tier 

husband, both textually and visually, as he is not mentioned as a member ofthe family at 

al1 and is separated h m  them, standing on the outside of the home in the photograph, 

Even the caption to the photograph lis& '+usband, Russell" as Iast in order of 

importance, just before the ninaeniip to the contest I n S c n i  here is the discourse of 

independence 1 ear1ier argued was central to Chatelaine S feminism7 an independence 

Eva Hammond embodies faultlessly: 

Eva Hammond's Iife, like her environmeni, is a rich, subtle blending of old and 
new. She eajoys foik singing with fiends on a Saturday night, followed by coffi  
and pastries; she loves to slcate, or toboggan or ski, on the smail mountain a few 
minutes fiom her home with 6iends and their children on a Saturday aftenoon, 
and then bring them al1 back to her house for a chicken casserole that has been 
bubbling ia the oven. But she continues to work one day a week as a nurse at the 
Neurological htitute in Montreal where she was in charge of a ward before her 
first child was born, and she plans to teach nursing when ber children are 
independent .. 

The Hammonds entertain £Îequently but casually. Once a month they have 
tnends in for dinner. An enthusiastic coolq Eva usually serves one of her 
internationai specialties - Chinese, Italian of French Canadian - buffet-style. S k  
tries to codc as much ahead as possible so that she can enjoy her guests. in winter 
she ofkn makes French-Canadian tourtière and she also bakes al1 her own roils 
and bread-. . (Chatelaine May 1967: 39, 108). 



The article goes on to mention Hammond's involvement in church activities, her "picnic- 

painting" sessions with the children, bow she helped "Russn bwld a two-car garage for 

his hobby cars a d  how she &es ail of ha own curtains in addition to many of ber own 

clothes (108). The article ends with Hammonâ's words on her role in the f d y :  T h e  

wife and mother is the coordinuor of activities, the emotionai hub of the W l y .  She is 

the one who creates the poper environment a d  murislunent for happiness and growth- 

Anything that wntriiutes to malang a womui a better ami bigger person h ber own right 

she will use in her mamiage and in raishg her childnn" (108). 

1 want to draw attention to how Hammond's d e s  as family "manager" and "hostessn are 

linked to the independence so central to Chaielaine's fcminism. It is through the figure 

of the manager that her role as wife and mother is refigured and extended to include 

activities that will maice Hammond a "beaer and bigger person in her own right" Her 

role as a hostess is associated with this refiguraûon in important ways for it is @ally 

through a definition of the terms '"wifen and "mothei' that the hostess daces, now 

appearing w i t b  a discourse on independence. That is, the terms manager and hostess 

transformed women's role in the home by at once separsLing it nom the roles of wife and 

mother while giving the d e s  an aura of publicness thaî pulled them fiom the domestic 

sphere, al1 in the guise of obtaining independence for women Hammond "enjoys" 

bringing niends back for chicken casserole &er toboggankg and peparro as much 

before hand as possible so that she can "enjoy" her guests. Even her retum to nursing 

when her chilciren are older, which is viewed as poviding independence for Hammond, 



firmiy situates her work within a traditional fende sphere, caregiving. This maneuvre, 

in fa~f further entrenched and extendeci the relation between women and dornestïcity at 

the same time that it represented this fortification as an increase in idependence for 

womeu, by linking it to the public sphere through the act of naming 

M o .  is anybodjr home? 

1 want now to retum to the descriptions of the Man h the Home Pavilion and to the 

irnaging techniques employed in the Chatelaine Magazine feahue fiom May 1967 (figs. 

14-16). hedï9te1y apparent in these images and âescrïptions is the cornpletc 

effacement of the human boây, with the spaces of the Chtefaine Hoine remaining 

undehed in t e m  of theu prescribed user. As one is led on a tour of the home, the 

rooms are described by their physid fistures rather than the uses a specific penon and 

identity will make of hem: "3. Wam cherry panelhg in laundry does away with tbat 

clinical look Even pegboard behind washer is wd-grained. 4. Powder room off foyer 

combines color and convenience; walls and ceiling in floral vinyl, counter in ebony 

brown give ciramatic effect 5. Garden centre has sinl ,  growing light, materials for 

potîhg" (Campaigne: 91). What emerges nom these descriptions is a spatiality that is 

not gendered, a point mie for the adult spaces of the Chutelaine Hume in ways it is not 

for the children's. 



Although the photographie images of the chilâren's spaces are unpeopled, like the 

adults,' the texhlal descriptions are radically gender ppsCnptive: "1. Boys of al1 ages 

prefer thoroughiy masculine firrnishings that stand up to bard wear. Walls of hardy vinyl 

panels and a pullout sofâbed give the m m  a shdio look -3. Soft shdes of pnk and 

green establish a mood for two young daughters. Twin beck are placed headboard to 

headboard for privacy. A desk extends the whole width of the room" (99). In the 

Chateiuine Home' dien, one witnesses the strict sepnration between adult and chiid in 

regard to gender, with a disciplining of the child's body that is to be ovemimed in 

aduithood Stroag gender divisions are quired in childhood to guard against the 

possibility of gender-role ambiguity- We know wbere this I d .  Korinek raïses this 

issue in her discussion of 'tigilant parenting" where she outliaes theories of (male and 

female) homosexdity prevaient in the 1960~~ in which parents were encouraged to 

"heed waming signs" and ' W e  decisive action7' with regard to ruptures in the sex role 

system (Korinek: 93). The medical articles Korinek cites al1 appeared in the "Health* 

column of Chate!aine Magaine. Thus, one sees inscri'bed in the Chatelaine Home, as 

well as in the pages of Chatelaine Magazine, a rigid division of genders for chilàren to 

guard against the possibility of sex-role ambiguity and its resuit - hornosexuality. 

Yet the fact that the adult spaces of the Chatelaine Home are represented as non-gendei 

specific is a conspicuous dismption in contemporary gender codes, the latter s e m  in a 

wiring advertisement for the fisources For Man theme building at Expo 67 (fig. 18) that 

appeared in Chateiaine Magrnine @&ch 1967). In it a father is shaving and drilling, a 



mother doing laundry, entertainhg ber fiends and talong can of a child A boy is 

mowing the lawn. Al1 these actikities are conventionai with regard to gender-role 

expectations. This stands in strüoiag wntrast to the entirely mpeopled spaces viewed in 

the Chatelaine fature story and inscri'bes the magazh's feminism imo the pavilion. In 

the Chelaine Hume it is possible to imagine father powdering bis nose and mother 

drilling. Herein lies one of the 'limes of flight" that Elspeth Robyn discusses in Outside 

Belongings, a reconceptualization of socid relations so that "'each iine is brokea, 

subjected to -atious in direction, subjected to derivations" leadhg to '%ingularity as 

they ïntenect in different ways but never through a preexistîng determination" probyn, 

1996: 76). By not predetennining the uses of  the space in the Man h the Home Pavilion, 

Chtelaine Magazine broke with contempomy delineatious of gender, openhg them to 

other possible figurations, thus reworking the relations between men and women. 

One mut; however, be carefirl with such a formulatioa, A difference exists between the 

Chatelaine Home and its representation in Chatelaine Magaine. A transfomative 

representation must not here be generaiïzed to encompass the magazine's politics in toto, 

for the advancement inscrikd in the photographs did not exist in the Chatelaine Home 

itself. As has b e n  demonstrated above, while encouraging independence for women on 

the one han& Chteluine Magazine actively promoted this independence within the 

existing hmework of gender meaning on the other; that is, Chatelaine promotcd 

independence while, at the same time, it advocated the importance of home, family, 

religion (at times) and strict gender discipline for children. Chtefaine wanted women to 



be everything at once, o h  arguing t&at changes in tbc damestic sphere and relationships 

were womenys responsibility. At once workers, volunteers and comrnUlJity dvists.  

Chatelaine readers were also reqwred to be mothus, domestic se~ants~ wives, managers 

and hostesses - a hybrid capable of filling the s p a c a  Ieft over as new social relations 

began to transfonn the nuclear f8miiy imversibly. And women âid it. 

If the hybrid worma arase out of domestic necessity pmduced ptially through shï fb  in 

family struchirr  and economics in this pezioâ, then this proved to be a di&cuit but 

important progression for women, an advance mt yet c o m p l ~ ,  which wül &fine the 

relation between gender and domesticity. This mfiguration is anticipted in a Chatelaine 

Magrnine article nom lanuary 1967 titled "How We'll k Living in 25 Y& in which 

predictions about various spheres of contemporary life, such as the envirormient, travel, 

the body, mediciney e d d o n  and the arts, are made. With great wnfidence in 

teîhnology the article discusses the sweeping cbar~ges to the domestic sphere that wodd 

occur: prefab coustruction, compder kitchens, b r m  foods, cosmetic surgery, in vitro 

fertilization, genetic matipulation and grrater leisure, to name only a few. Aiso 

d i s c d  is the changing roles of Motha and F d y :  

Having passed through the historical stages of matriarchy and patriarchyy the 
woman of the fbne will experience new M m  and equality: her housekeeping 
time will have been reduced drasticaiiy and she bel enter the job market on more 
equal ternis with men. One designet of womcn's clothes predicts - toague in 
ch& - that by 1970, women will be wearing pants to work (Istona: 60). 

But where does this l a v e  Canada's Secrrrary of S e ?  As a self-poclahned hybrid Judy 

LaMarsh was alrcady living in this futurr, this possibility. Working in a world, 



she experienced the pressures involved in tbc transformation tbat "How We'll Be Living 

in 25 Years" foretells, as weii as the discornfort ha hyt,ridity sometimes cpused othen. 1 

have shown how certain representational sûatcgies wen used to mediate Lahksh's 

hybridity, and how she negotiated them as WU. I f  hybridity faiciliîated a system of 

injustice in relation to LPMarsh's femininiîy and body, then it aiso marked their 

possibilities, pemitting her to succeed in the d y  world of politics through her 

"unlady-like," ullsoft'' and ''ungentle* dememour. LaMarsh's ability to rcfbse gedcr 

classifications, to "not behve as others do" (Michener: 7%). and her insisteire on using 

fernininity as a tool of social change aiso produced a made1 subject for Chteloine 

Magazine's feminïsm of wnstraïned independence. "Are you a woman or a 

parliamentarian?" Empbatidly both wiu LaMarsh's response in actions ifnot wordr. 

Yet, &en asked for the 1968 Chufeiaine interview 'Did you ever even consider to 

be prime minister? (791, LBManh said "no," sîating that she could not imagine "mything 

lonelier," especially without a confldant. Howcwr, wben told that Indira Gandhi insists 

that a woman must be alone to be a Leader, LaMush agrees: ''1 don't think that a marricd 

w o m  codd do h... 1 d l y  Qn't thhk it would be possible to, ah, give your besî 

energies to the job of being prime minister if you had a happy IllliTned life" (79). What is 

LaMarsh suggesting? How might it relate to the hybridity I have suggested is central to 

Chatelaine's politics and to the Chatelaine Home? LaM&sSh posits a nactine in 

Chatehine's and her own feminism, which proposes a limit to the hybrîd woman's 

independence within the institution of mariage, which will ultimptely prohibit women- 



Thus, the question is wt whether Judy LaMush may reside in the Cbatchine Home as a 

single woman but whethet Mn. Chatelaine 1967 might ever k emancipakd it? 



An Unhappy Marriage and a Qwer Chiid: QuCkc's Coming Out 

"a brooding h k  nass " 

The Québec Pavilion (fig. 19-21), designed and constructeci by architectural firm 

Papineau, Gérh, hjoie, Leblanc and Duranâ, was one of the sleepers of Expo 67. In a 

Montréal Guzeife article ftam Saauday 6 May 1967 Sotish Dbar wurites thu the 

pavilion's "unity of total ciesigu is impressive and a rare achievement" @hm 21). Built 

as a monumentai tniacated pyramid on a bay of Regatta Lake on ne Notre-Dame 

between the pavilions of Ontario and Fiance, the Québec Pavilion seemed to float above 

the water while its black-tinted glas-sheeted 4 1 s  reflected the sunounding 

meteoroiogical formations and the Expo site itself Dbu explains tbat this "monumental 

majesty," combinecl with its "sîatic and rigià" fonn, seemed to impede visiton h m  

crossing the bridge to be swept up into its interior by the paviiion's four elevators. 

However, Dhar structures his conunentary a r o d  a "fbcinating duality" one witnessad 

with the Québec Pavilion, a transformation vuhich occurred as night engdfed day at Expo 

67: 'But night seems to touch it like a magic wand, transfonning its ahost donnant 

stillness into a floahg, golden -land of  coloms, movement and light The ghs 

fkcades which look like black walls by day becorne transparent at nighf pouring out light 

and coloui' (21). Dhar adds that this "about face" between night and day is indicative of 
. 

another duality experienced upon îraversing the threshold between exterior and interior, 

in which the "da& bmodhg mass" metamorpho& into "a world resplendeat with jewel- 



like objects" (21). And fadi- it was U p  debarkan'on nOm the minomi circular 

glass devators the vitwcr encomterd 4200 stylizcd aaytic cubes, each two fcct square 

and painted in primuy colours. Useâ as display platfixms ud screcns for fiim a d  

photography as well as acting as visud barnen ami e n n  sculpture, the cubes were a 

remarkabk thematic coup de main that hannonid the interior with its exterior &le 

proMding a remarkable and transient viswl leitmotif for the eye. Hydrwkctric energy 

and foiestry were aise higWghted, tbt former tbrough a film on wiatcr resources 

projected in a circular enclosure the shape of a dam, and the latter through a sethg of 

abstract artificiai t rea suspeaded fiom high abovc as well as t b u g h  an oveniad 

attenuated paper production machine. The final image in the pavilion was a film titied 

"Qudbec in the Year 2000" "showing a people on the rnarchn (Baatey: 56). Dhar 

describes the interior as architecturt rathcr îhan interior design making the Qudbec 

Pavilion "one of the most inteiiectually and rationally contrived at the Expo" (Dhar: 2 1). 

However, it was prccisely this "architecturen th.t feceived Robert Fulford's opprobrium 

in his 1968 book mis Was &po (Toronto: McLclland and Stewart). Socn by Fulford as 

cubic both ''inside and oui" (Fuifiord: 176) tht composition of the pvilion pmvided the 

sought-after image of "sobriety and efficiency" ((176) but was not "groovy" (177). While 

Ontario's pavilioa is descn'bed by Fuiford as usophisticaîed, even uninhiiited," Québec's 

is "fllnctional, even dour." rii the mgor of the moment," he writes, "French Caado 

came through as 'square' while Engtish Canada seemd to emcrge as d y  'swinging'" 

(175). This d d t y  separatecl the Québec Pavilion b m  the more spectacular architecture 



of Expo 67 with its âour fbctionaiity oprating ia dirat opposition to the "zip d style" 

(177) of severai of the other pnvili~ns.'~ The question 1 wish to ask is: why woufd the 

Québec Pavilion produce these two retW but Werently infleded responses to its form. 

with Dhar's centred on intellect and rationale and Fulford's on the lack of them - on the 

nsquare"-ness of the pavilion? 

In the Erpo 67 Iit$iomution M d  the themes arc Lisbdr "Challenge," "Stsuggie," 

"Drive" - "Québec's natural environment and its cMIenge to man," "Man's strtrggle 

with this naîural enviroment," and "Society a d  its aspirations, or the &ive of a people 

moving confidently to mect its destiny" (author's empbssis) (Expo 67 Information 

Manuai: S109, p. 2). Falling within the general theme of "Man and His World" thc 

pavilion of Quebec foregroundcd "Man and his idsologica17 culturai and scientific 

relationship to his environment" (Expo 67 Ofncial Guide: 28) by concentrating on 

progress, technological advancement and building a new society. The cubic theme then 

was the mark of tbis possibüiîy, this fi~ture, with each cube daigned as a building block 

toward this destiny. in stark contrast to historiai concepts of the QuCbtcois as  drawers 

of water and hewers of wood, as the habitants of fokiore and painting, Quékc hem 

emerged as a modem technological society with its gaze h e d  firmly on the b e ,  a 

funire secured prUnady though advanccrnents in hydro-electric energy, mining and 

forestry. V i W y  no refetence to history was seen in the Québec Pavilion; for this one 

wodd have to visit the Québécois village at La Ronde. 

10 It M d  be notai that the uchitccture of the QuCbac Pavilion wrs sœn 8s more clody relatai in 
fonn to that of the pavilions of Cuba a d  Venezuela, with theY utiipol@dy nrbic fbrm and more 
overtly political messrgcs. 



I am here trying to cal1 attention to the multifonn ways that duality was Uivoked in 

relation to the Québec Pavilion and positionhg those in relation to certain discursive 

focmafions within which they signified in 1967. Dry versus aight, hip vmus square, 

dour versus groovy, sophisticated versus jewei-like, intellcctual versus uninbiteci: each 

of these was used to descr i i  the Qimébec Pavilion or what was viewed as its 

shortcoming 1 klieve this incouuneilsurability of tcmis was poduced by a duaiity tbet 

operated wîthin the tenn 'Québec" itself, a doubleness which designated Quebec as a 

province and a nation simuitaneously, pruducing I P U v d  and paiticdar me4nings in the 

term. Against notions of iâentity that propose that one tecognke oneself in the 

generaiization that is the Miversal, Elspctn Probyn argues for the siaguîarïty of identity 

'Lto capture some of the ways in which we continually move in-bctwen categories of 

specificity" (Probyn, 1996: 9). We do not live our lives as gcarral categories, argues 

hobyn, and the monment from specificiîy to singuiarity describes the processes througti 

which the virhml is rendetad a d ,  the ways that the gcncd is d i a d  by iadividuals as 

singular (22). Lf the theme of Expo 67 promotcd "Man" as a universai category, 

exemplified in Alexander Calder's sCPbile, the themes of the Québec Pavilion "played" 

by employhg terminology dut et once invokd universality and singularity. 

This point is well illustrated in an article that ran in the Morrheoi Gazette on the opening 

day of Expo, Friday 28 April 1967, titled "The Meaning of Expo 67 for Canada, Q u 6 k  

and Montréal," f m n g  wmments on Expo 67 h m  Rime Minister Lester Pearson, 



Québec Pmnier Daniel J o h n ,  Moatréal Mnyw Jean Drapeau, and Expo 67's 

Commissioner Genemi Pierre DupuyDupuy For his part, Lester Pearson concentrated on 

notions of unity: ''Our own country's existence has always depended on achieving unity 

of human purpwc within the divemty of our linguistic. culturai and social backgrounds; 

Expo 67 offm perhapd the most miking poof ever auanbled in one place that the 

fuiurr well-king of the &le world coomunity ofman a b  depends on achieving 

of peace withùi the wt dMrJity of nationil policies" (''The M&g of Expot): A-2). 

Daniel Johnson's words fwused on the meaning of Expo for Quebec: 

"For the next six moatbs Quekckers will be on trial. The -le world will be 
watching to see ifwe have what it takes - what it takes to or- and cun a fltrst- 
category Utilversai intedonai exhi'bition; what it takcs to play host to millions 
of visitors of every roa, colour and ad, with cowtesyy consideration d tnie 
hospitality, and without profiteering, di- . . 

-on or cynical indifference; what 
it takes to build a modern progressive society in the world of 1967 - by making 
use of wbst God gave us to provide the best possible life for al1 our citizens" (A- 
2)- 

Note the difference in these words firom Pearson's. Absent fiom Johnson's address is m y  

allusion to the unity of the world C O I I I I H ~ ~ ~  in nivour of specinc references to Québec 

'%building a modem progressive society" for its "citizens," an ambiguous reference which 

nuls to mention whether this society would be built withh Canada or without This 

arnbiguity is e c M  in Jean Drapeau's remsrks thaî refn to the participants of Expo 67 

as "one big family" (A-2). Drapeau adds that "the participating nations have worked 

together for a year, two years, three years in some cases. Have not these nations, each 

contnbuting part of the universal inventoryy succeeded in co~peratkg as sister-nations?" 

(A-2). Sister-nations: once again the lack of a specific refennt for the term leaves its 

meaning equivocal, pmducing a s p c e  for alternative denotations It is this space that 



relinquisbes specificity M e  sustainhg the s i a g u k i t y  to which Robyn refctsY thus 

allowllig, perhaps even enco-ng, dissimilar subjects to recognUe themselves therein. 

Québec: Nation 

In Robert Schwartzwald's discussion of tbt discursive formation of identity in Qu&& 

the problematics of definhg a nation am eximined in deta& Schwartzwdd argua that 

independence in Québec in nationaiist inte1lecacal accomts hss p r w  within a 

developmental nurative as a move h m  "iafancy" to "maturity" ( S c h e d :  265) 

and that "the werarching pmistence of a developnenpl mode1 for nationhood within 

this contractual peradigm anci its particdar claims to modemity reveals an enduring 

reliance upon heterosedy or&& and uitimately mhaiang fûmiiiul models whm 

constmcting the national 'body' itself" (270). Such a mode1 within a developmental 

paradigm can only revext to homosexuaiîty as a stage in identiîy formation that must be 

overcome to achieve fdi ''maturity" (i-e. fidl hetcrosexuality), a stage which 

Schwartzwald argues is figrnod as "symbolic h o m o s e ~ t y "  and the "fiilse feminine" in 

the three theorists he discusses: Jacques Lavigne, Giiles M e n  and Jean Larose-" 

Schwarizwald writes that the &pendence on homosexuailly-iaflected fonnuIations of 

identity in leamed discoune repeatedly figures homosexuality as anestad âevelopment b 



expiicate Québec's "long, Mtïng, pgress toward seIf&nninationw (267). this in spite 

of an c6astonishiagiy Mnod repesentation of bomosedity  across al1 rpgisters of 

cuitUrai production in Québec" (265). In fm hc writes that le@ discourse and popular 

attitudes are l~rgtly inconsistent with the homophobic assignations of learueâ discourse 

(266). Nonetheles, this dcployment of homosexuality as urested development and even 

failure within this narrattive is d e d  as îhe Québécois' own fàifure to achieve national 

"dty" (269). 

Several difficulties arise h m  the identitary impasse triggered by this hornology, 

a~cording to Schwaitzwad, assuring that the developmentai trope ~maiiis intact if 

homosexuality is the symptom of an identitary cessation, then it follows that once 

independence is gained homosexuality wiii disappearsappear Furthemore, the trope's reliance 

on a binary system subjects homosexuaüty to a disciplinary control that denies its own 

autowmy and a ''ground on which to elaborate its own identitary prroccupations" (281). 

Homosexuality tkn is forced to prevaïl as a symptom of a CLm~re urgent" ontologid 

question that registers by iascribing quesîions of the uation within familial and 

developmental models tbat guarantee a hetcrosexuaiIy ordmd system. 

Elspeth Robyn taka up Schwortzunilà's ideas in her work on queer belonging in Québec 

by examinhg some of the ways in which this developental system is constantly 

refigu.:  Tor  personal reowns and driven by a tbeoretid exigency, 1 need to figure the 

ways in which s p c i f i d y  Québ&ois representatioas of identity ~n into very singular 



lines of belonginp" (Probyn, 1996: 67). Robyn ïmportantly ad& that -At the sune tirne, 

the challenge of such an anaiysis lies not in a dstribution of those belongings h such a 

way that al1 can have a piece of the natiod action - rather, it is in the making strange of 

belongings, in queering theu epistemologid underpinnings, that we may be able to 

conceive of a maaner of beloaging not predicPted on possession" of pPrticular traits a 

person holds (68)- The notion of Québec as a "distinct society," which circulates 

differently in Québec t h  it does in the rest of canada, positions Quebec as mar- to 

the rnajority, as peripheral to the centre, as fernale to d e  (721, just as Canada is seen to 

be positioned in relation to the United States, and representation is uivan*ably summoned 

to embody this marginaiity (78). 

Particular formulations of this equation operate in Canada and Québec. The image of 

Canada as a defenseless maiden to the Arnerkan hulk is refigured in Quebec to articulate 

the Francophone rninority in Canada as marginal f e d e  to the overbearing male that is 

Canada, in a aiarriage on the brhk of failure. But this is not accomplished without 

significant difficulîies: the enunciation of this order is  les than dghtforward, with 

slippages in discourse o c c ~ g  nbquently and canfounding its synthesis. Thus, Probyn 

remarks that the Anglophone minority is seen to be marginai to the Francophone rnajority 

in Québec giving rise to an emasculated male in dation to the Quebec strongman and 

producing a structure of male to male, homosocial b icke~g  (81). 



The narrative of Québec as unsatisfied d e  to ber iadifférent h u s h d  is d to explain 

how Québec has historicaily been, to use Robyn's word, "fücked" by Canada, but with 

Quebec emerging as a "wildly desiring king who may just take her pleasures elsewhere" 

(84). This is seeu in the short film as La Dernière partie by Michel Brault in which a 

woman, dissatisfied with the Saturdiy night rituai of going to a ZEabs game, leaves her 

husband during a match by tellhg him thaî she has had enwgh of his hockey night (in 

Canada) and she camiot stand anymore how he &es love to her (80-81). The locale of 

the hockey garne, of course, is important, giving a nationai context to the marital 

disintegration and providing firm ground for its message concerning separation. So, the 

nation in Québec emanates M m  the heterosexuaiized play of rninonty-majority relations, 

just as it does fiom specific movements in relation to the family, but never with an 

"inherent meaning" (W), as Robyn waras: ccSorne are historical lines that have the 

potential to veer into virtuai relations of belongin& some serve as a d  barriers to 

imagination" (89). And it is this "veer into virtual relations of belonging" that interests 

Robyn, as she seeks articulations of identity which arc not figured as possessed "by right, 

by nature, by white d e s , "  but are insted, "able to catch the construction of alternative 

manners, emerging singularities of belonging" (9 1 )- 

In both Sch-d and Robyn the family oppairs as a structural metaphor for 

nationhood, in Schwartdd to underline the narrative of development he lures to the 

surface of analysis and in Robp more as an agent within her discussion, describing the 

family as Wat bastion of Québecitude" (87). However, within F%obynYs dixussion of 



the family the lesbian couple at its centre is installexi wmfortably within its fold, 

showcashg "the family as a queer site of nationai identity policies and history and as the 

space where, if we so desire, queers can and do klong" (89). In Probyn's exarnple, the 

family becornes a site of positive identification for queers in Québec, constituting one of 

her "lines of becoming" rather tban a site of mfulfilled desire for a belonging never 

realized but always wught This is one of the strengths of Robyn's anaiysis: its r e M  to 

let stand Miversal concepts like the fâmi1y as OlwaySShady apprrssive sites foi queers: 

"Lest this sound like an Edenic situation, let me be very clear that what 1 have descni'bed 

here are but fhgments that have no inherent meaning" but are able, under the right 

conditions, to 'teer" into virtual relations of belonging (89). 

If Probyn's anaiysis of the d o n  is useful because it foregrounds "lines of becoming," I 

wmt to ask wbat is lost in the concentration on this particular singuIanty. Probyn's 

analysis of QuébecCanada relations pivileges the notion of the %happy mamage* 

over that of the nation as family by situating her arguments about the fmily exclusively 

in Québec and not relating hem to Canada. I do not wish to argue against their 

wfiilness; however, 1 do believe this to be a quite serious lacuna in her text bat needs to 

be brought forward, especially suice a d e d  couple is but one instance of a the larger 

formation that is the family, one of the central metaphors of the nation in Canada as 

elsewhere. 



we are fumily 

On the CBC d o  d C i n  show Richardron's R o d - U p  on 1 April 1999 Bill Richardson 

spoke with Elizabeth from Nelson. BC. Elizabeth was holding Canada's first Wrtuai 

potluck dimer" to celebrate the changes in the Canadian map that had occurd that day. 

The show on 1 Apcil was fiiied with Canadians calling in and wishing the new temtory 

of Nunavut a happy birthday. Beyond the natiod celebiation the event sparked 1 am 

intemted in the parameters of the debaîe that accommed i t  The discussion with 

Elizabeth is t e i b g  in this regard as she emphasized how Canadians do not celebrate the 

good things - "what brings us togethei' - in our country enough, prefening instead to 

concentrate on the aegative. the reference here behg no secret even within her carefuiiy 

guarded utterance. And in her words, what b ~ g s  Canadians together is family "1 want 

to celebrate the d v a l  of this new member to the family," she stated when asked why she 

was throwing the potluck ït must be noted tbat Elizabeth's comment is not a new 

manner of referencing the nation, but emanates f b m  a by-now long history which 

positions the family as the primary metaphor for the nation, today as in 1967. In Canada 

the nation is viewed as the parent, usually the mother, and the provinces as the children; 

therefore, Nunavut was king welcamed by Elizabeth as the new child of the nation- 

mother, just as CBC Television wuld state in a 5 M y  1958 advertisement in Maclean's 

Mogarine tbat with the completion of its national link-up, that "Canadians are now 

linked together as a family of viewers by the CBC-N network fiom sea to sea. ONE 

FAMILY, ONE NATION" (quoted in Pmbyn, 19%: 76). Even the "Centennial Section" 

of the Eipo 67 OjfJiciol Guide referred to Canada as a family in its chapter titled "The 



Carianian Heritagen by stating that 'British Columbia entered the nmily in 1871" (The 

Canadian Corporation for the 1967 World Exhiibtion: 294). The equivaleme king 

drawn in the above examples between family and nation is expiicit, with the uation king 

conceived and domesticated through the fàmiliar stnicturt of the nuclear M y  and the 

family providing the foundation for the nation's orgmization, each mutueily sustainhg 

the other- This anthropornorphizing of the nation is one means by which this metaphor is 

animateci and fortifie& immedïately conjuring other equivalences to the bodys other 

beings and nations. In this way, Canada's Centennial "birthday" provided an exceptional 

opportunity to once again entreach this metaphor. 

Canada in 1967 was a family with twelve children, but one of these chiltiren was not like 

the others. Québec, when compared to the other children, had distinct needs and desires 

shaped by its particufar history and position within Confkderation Lioguistically split, 

the province had been engulfed by a wnfiict between the Francophone majority and the 

English minority since its inception, a conflict not duninished by official govemment 

policy at the provincial and federal levels. Smunded on all sida by Anglophone 

temtories, not to mention First Nations, and bombardeà by Engiish culture and media, 

Francophones predicted the disappeamnce of their culture and language in a sea of 

English language, institutions and power. The "Quiet Revolution" ui Québec came about 

as a result of this dienation as well as political and policy changes, especiaiiy with regard 

to culture, ducation, religion and Language, designeci to secularke and modernize the 

Québec state (Lachaplle: 94). Angered by the domination of Qdbeckers by English- 



speaking capitalists, hurt and infiiriated by the refisal of Canada to understand them and 

impelled by the Anglophone minority's umviilingaess to learn French and understand 

Québécois culture, Francophones were gaiVZLlliZed by directives put forward in the Quiet 

Revolution. With many seebg clearly thit their identity would not and wuid not work 

within a family at once unwilling to recognize and resenmil of - even anxious to silence - 
Qudbec's difference. changes were adopted in Québec to seek independence. A queer 

child iadeed 

But what is at stake in the daim thpt a province is a queer child? A response must keep 

in miad the slippage that occurs between the body of the nation and thM of its citizens 

outlined above. Eve Sedgwck (1993) and Judith Butler (1993) argue against a certain 

tendency in queer thwry to see "queer" as an umbrella texm for al1 those on the sexuai 

margins or as an alteniative term that redescnbes gay men, lesbians, homosexuals and 

transgendered people in a h h  way but without political difference. Being a re- 

appropriated word traditiodly used to Mgrate non-heterorexual desire, queer has 

reappeared in the past decade to redefhe that desire from a positive position while 

retaining ernphatidly its "ciifference." Sedgwick (1993: 8) writes that queer now refen 

to "the open mesh of possibilities, pps, overlaps, dissonances and resonances, lapses and 

excesses of meaning when the constituent elements of anyone's gender, of anyone's 

sexuality aren't made (or can't be made) to signi& monolithicaily," at once referencing 

the tiagmentary nature of identity and the resistant possibilities queer engenders. 

Sedgwick and Butler agree that this makes queer difficult to define in static terms, but 



that it is precisely this difficdty which allows qu&r to maintain its resistant forcer "If the 

terni 'queer' is to be a site of collective contestation, the point of de- for a set of 

historicai reflectiom and funwl imaginings' it will have to remain that which i s  in the 

present, never Mly owaed, but always and only redeployed, bwhzd, queered nom a prior 

usage and in the direction of urgent and expaading political purposes" (Butîe~ 228). If 

identity constiMes a "necessq error" (BO)* a temporaiy totalbation of identity 

categories, queer caphnes the mamer in which these are.. and must remain, provisional. 

Thus, queer will always prevail as a terrn of wntingency7 a discursive site whose ternis 

are not fully constrained in advance- It is in this that Sedgwick sees the most radical 

democratic possibilities of the term, arguing that the most iatemting wok she currently 

sees king done is that in which genâer and sexuality "crisscross" with other identity- 

wostituting and identity-fracnning discounes such as race* ethnicity and poJtcolonial 

nationality (Sedgwick: 9)- It is this sense of queer 1 wish to advance in relation to 

Québec's position as the queer child in the family of Canada, a position which at once 

achwledges Québec's "queernessn and maintains it as a site for resistaaa. 

a coming of age anda coming out 

1 have already discussed how Schwartzwald focuses on a developentai nanative that is 

used to explain national identity in Qu&ecI pluticularly the identitary impasse 

responsible for the successive failures of independence. Canada in 1967 was engageâ in 

its own narrative of development, one not unconrected to QuCbec's, at leas? in ternis of 

colonization. In the literature of the pend one sees recUmng references to Canada's 



Centennial as a narrative of maturity and coming of agc. An illustration of this formation 

is seen in the Time Magazine story Erom 7 Jdy 2967 in which Canadian histonan Arthur 

Lower is quoted n o m  an article that appeared in Queen 's Quarterily: 

Something very Uiterestitlg has happened to the -811 psyche. In many 
respects this Centennial year is mt the 100th year of our existence, but the first 
Hitherto there has always ken in our affirs the shaâow and sometimes very ceai 
presence of the mother country. It is 1967 which witnesses us facing the worid 
entirely on our own There is mthing in this of m g  our bach on a hated pst, 
nothuig suggesting that old ties were irksorne. The point is simply that the 
counfry is growïng up. W e  fice aU the duties of min's estate (Hunter et al: 29)- 

This sentiment is echoed in motha essay h m  the 5 M&y 1967 issue of Time Mogarine 

titled ''Canada Discovers Itself" The essay discusses Canada's historic "lack" of 

identify: "Canadians know what they are not - not US-Amencan, not British, not French - 
but they do not seem to know what they are7' (Massenet, Gelinas, Sharp: 18). The 

authors contribute this lack to three factors: the country's long colonial status, i ts 

"speciai" racial mixture and the "somewhat overwhelming" nearness of the US. 

"History," they wrÏte, "deprived Canadians of the customary sources of nationalism" 

(19): The British North America Act produced a wnfederation of colonies that others 

joined, enticing Canada veiy graduaily toward inâepenâence while each racial group 

within Canada maintained strong ties of identity to its home, producing a mixed 

population which CYailed to muge" (19). To these must be added the "little brothef' or 

"pygrny" complex produced by Canada's proximity to the US in which, although the 

threat of temtoriai conquest has passed, the threat of cultural domination remains. Even 

though the resultant snti-Arnericanism has done much for Cadian  identity it has also 



prodwed a schizopbrenic Canadian subject: "If you're supposed to be anti someone you 

resemble so much, it d e s  for a kind of schizophrenia," they argue (20). 

However, the authors argue that these conditions changed at least in part due to the 

Centenniai and Expo 67: "Ttme are i ~ ~ m e r a b k  signs that Canada is coming of 

age ....As they enter theu second century, Cauada's people, havhg passed the first stage 

of conquering their lami, scan at lrst on the verge of conquering d dkovering 

themselves" (20). if the Centennid marked this "huning point," to use Piem Berton's 

words, or this nrst birthday* to use Arthur Lower's, then Canada had corne of age in 

1967, finally molting the skin of co10nization. As the naive colonial child progressed 

into modem national adulthood its "riue" identity emerged, poducing effects Î n  the 

manner in which Canadians and Canada are d i s c d  This explains why Canadians 

would for the fht time be labeled "sexy" (Pevere and Dymond: 54) - the youthful 

country had matured to a point at which the discourses of sex could be attached to its 

national character in ways impossible for the colonial child ''Expo 67 isn't just a world 

fair, it has glitter, sex appeal. and ifs given impact and meanhg to a word that had 

neithe~ Canadian" (54). This comment issuing from tbe London O h e r  stands as 

proof of this transition: the colonial mother is nnally pcnnitted to express sexual desire 

for her fully developed child Thur Canada's Centennial was seen to perfonn an 

immense gesture for Canada and Canadians - that of exhi'biting to the world the country's 

new identity as a modem nation at the moment it was h l l y  and pnnanently seen to 



shed its colonial re1ationship to Britsrih Expo 67 was tbe centre stage on which this 

newly formed national identity, this coming of age party, was perfomied 

If the Centemii-al marked Canada's combg of age, what wdd it have been for Québec? 1 

have argueci already that the position of Québec in relation to the nation-family is that of 

the queer child, that QuCbec is position& as merginal, misunderstd and demaading of 

special status- A double movement c h a d a k s  the relation between the anti-colonid 

developmental uarratives Canada and Quebec sbare, with Q u C b e c  king part of Canada's 

corning of age narrative while stniggling against Canada's position as a colonizer of its 

Francophone minority. At Expo 67, with developmenf technology and progress as 

principal themes, there was no rupture between the modernity of the Québec Pavïlion in 

cornparison to the rest of the pavilions that constituted the Canada Cornplex, yet 

Québec's discursive position vis-à-vis the nation of Canada was decidedly queer- 

Positioned at once inside and outside the nation-family, with needs and desues "distinctn 

tiom those of the other provincechildren, Québec and Québeckers were (and are) 

persistently made to defend themselves against the question: What does Québec want?, a 

question not unfimiliar to the queer child as dhe begins to define her/his identity in 

contradistinction to the other siblings of the farnily. And it was the search for identïty 

king  formulateci in the Québec Pavilion at Expo 67, an identity which broke radicaily 

with the past and h e d  its gaze firmly on the fimne. It is in this sense th* the historiai 

shifi witnessed in the Québec Pavilion marks a comiag out rather tban a corn-ng of age. 

Corning of age produces no radical brak for the subject, suggesting, rather, a continuity 



of  identity formation, a maturation not based on fiactunng a pst formuion in fiivour of 

an emerging one. On the other band, the shid in sexual objea cboice a coming out ïs 

perceiveci to rateal marks a radical cieavage in identity formation with the subject 

viewing this moment as a new begiming, a shift which breaks with the past and opens 

the future. This is what occurred in the Québec  avilio on'^ 

I believe the thematic empbasis in the Québec Pavilion elucidater how the wmhg of age 

narrative in Québec might operate as a wming out. Above 1 outiined how a certain 

doubleness characterized the terni "Qudbec," producing it os a province and a nation 

simultaneously and thus sanctioning universal and mcular interpretations of its 

meaning. 1 went on to summarùe how this operateâ in four speeches printed in the 

MonîreaI Gazette by Lester Pearson, &el Johnson, Jean Drapeau and Pierre Dupuy 1 

want to retm to the themes of the Qudbec Pavilion now in order to tease out fiirtber 

these connections. My interest here lies primarily with the third theme, Drive, as the first 

two themes, Challenge and Stmggfe, cocoincide very closely with those delineated in the 

other pavilions in the Canada Cornplex, with Challenge centring on YQuebec's natural 

environment and its challenge to man," and SnuggIe definhg "Man's advance and 

progress fiom fiontiersman to citizen" (Canadian Corporation for the 1967 World 

Exhibition, 1963: S 109 p. 2). These are archetypai themes of Canadian national identity. 

Drive is interesting as a theme for its focus on social d political life: "Drive: Society 

12 Even the Wurt of the 198 1 rcfimndurn on so-gnty bas bari dcscri'bed as a nailai coming out. 
See Guy Ménard, Vix Rumenr &? Ber&KIk: Cmtntnbutim a rrm l e c ~  & I'Aamaoarwlité tmscwline cnr 
Québec Unpublishaî doctoral thesis. Département des &da télighses, Univenité de Puis 7,1983. 



and its aspirations, or the &ive of a people moving confidently to meet its destiay" (S 

109 p- 2). 

Above it was argueci that 'The forward dtive of the people" appealed to Expo 67's 

universal theme at the same time that a space was opened for alternative interpretations. 

This alternative focuses on the term "a people-" Although an understanding of "a 

peoplen may have been seen tu refer to the -an pemple generally, within the shift in 

namuig this pend  marks, the term primarily referred to "le peuple Québécois," an 

identity which was coasolidated during the Qukt Revolution and which stood in con- 

to "les Canadiens," the term which referred to French settiers and their descendants 

following the installation of a French administrative apparatus in New France in the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries (Elmer and Abramson: 17-1 9). This term itseif was 

supercedeci by "le Canadien-fkançais" afler Codederation in 1867 brought together 

tenitonal and ethnic signifiers of citizenship. A fwther shift h m  territorial and eihnic 

detïnitions would occur with the adoption of 'Québécois." Québécois was propelleci into 

discowse as a resdt of transformations initiated through shifts in policy beginning &et 

World War II and that centteci on the modemiahon of the @&bec state. These included: 

secularization of attitudes and institutions with the state replacing the church as the 

overseer o f  reforms in the social, political and economic sectors; policy changes that 

wouid allow Québec to participate in the global economy; cultural, education and 

language reforms developed to support the uniqueness of QuCbec's identify in North 

America and to enhance the development of French culture; and teassessrnent of 



collective versus iadividual rights in a search for baiance as policy changes were adopted 

(Lachapelle: 94). As a part of this "rwoldon7' and modemization a "cultursl communïty 

oAen perceived as an ethnic gmup became a -*onai politicai community" (Elmer and 

Abfamson: 18). 

A transformation in the rok of the Quebec state fkilitated a mapping of Qutbec and 

Québécois onto le Caaada-hnçais aiid le Canadie~~fiançais. A nation and its people 

were bom through this discursive ~napping.'~ But, as Elmer and Abmson argue, 

"Québécois is a wnfiised term" (19). Being the only term available to refer to the 

inhabitants of Qudbec. it also refers to an ethnic group foming a significant proportion 

of those inhabitants, many of whom reject the term French-Caaadian for its traditionalist 

inflection (19). Québécois is an uasEsble tnm that is coastaatly refigured through 

discourse. 

The Québec Pavilion, with its themes of Challenge, Sûuggle an4 especiaiiy, Drive 

participated in the discursive remapping of QuCbec and the Québécois, rtnguring the 

people into a national citizenry. The Québec Paviiion produced no rupture in Expo 67's 

overail theme of technology, development and building a fbture society, for its ernphasis 

on hyciro-electric power, forestry and mining situated the pvilion M y  within the 

discursive universe of '%hn and His World" At the same tirne, the Québec Pavilion de- 

emphasized the history of the Québec people with virtuaily no reference king made to 

13 Sec Maurice Charlaad (1983) "Discoune and Powcr: Tbe Constnictioa in Public Communicrtion 
of a Peuple QuéMc01s. Unpublishcd PhD. dissataaon, Univeniry of Iowr Department of C o d d o n  
and Theatre Arts. 



early history, tradition or folklore. The ody refere~ices to history were made through 

geology and geography, points which marked the "Challenge" and LLStniggIe'' themes of 

the pavilion, and a single map of Québec dating to pre-1760 (Bantey: 561, a reference 

which marked the temtory as French and evoked a direct Lnk between 1760 and 1967- 

While not nipturing Expo 67's "Man and His World" theme or that of the Canada 

Complex with whkh it coincideci fùily, the Québec PaviIion was structured around 

ambiguities in its âemimlogy which r d t e d  in the possibility of generatiag altemative 

meanings. 1 have tri& to show in this chapter how certain of the tems used in the 

pavilion, especially its themes, opemted through an iaterpretive openness or doubleness 

that participated in the discursive con-on ofQuébec and the Québécois as a people 

and a nation This marks the success of the @&bec Pavilion, its ability to signify (and 

bring into king) a nation-space without producing a political fiacture or scandai in the 

Expo for which it was host to the world 

Standing on a firm fomdation in Regatta Lake, the Québec Pavilion is a fortress. 

Surrounded by water with ody a footbridge to obtain access to if the pavilion stands 

alone, fortified against extemal influence or threat. As a fortress the pavilion is self- 

suscient, a society able to nurture, sustain and defend itself in the face of peril. The 

fortress walls form a severely truncated pyramid What is this pyramid? Extended 

vertically, would its walls not produce, in facf an obelisk? A piilar erected as a 

monument or a landmark, the obelisk marks a public triurnph over space. As such, the 

Québec Pavilion was inscn'bed with the signs of such an ascendancy. Matking this site, 



the obelisk - with a Quebec flag adoming each uppr corner - dec lad  this space for 

Québec. Yet, this was a triumph delimited by the definition of "a people" the pavilion 

promoted Once the ethnic (French-Caruidiaruidiaa) was re-tenitoriilized as the nationai 

(Québécois), "the threat of cultutai Merence [was] no longer a problem of 'other' 

people. It m e ]  a question of the othemess of the people-as-one" (Bbabha, 

1 WO:3O 1). This question is yet to be resolved in Q u C k c .  



Tt may be quite won& but that is not the issue." 
ursula fiadch 

1 have just retmed h m  a nm on Ile Ste-Heléne, an iroaic route for someone writing 

about Expo 67 and who runs to escape. Recently 1 bave been running a great deal. It is 

chilly today- One seases MI in the air When 1 am on the Expo site, 1 often think of 

what ne St- Helène was for a "'brïef and shining moment" thirty-two years ago and what 

it is now. Little remaias of Expo 67 outside of a few buildings and Habitat 67, tbat 

expensive utopia on Cité du Havre. Mer al1 it was a temporary invention, Buclrmuister 

Fuller's geodesic dome stiU stands even &er a fire consumeci its outer shell and is now a 

museum of the St. Lawrence River, dedicated to sustainability and recoveqc The 

pavilion of France has become a casino, as has that of Québec more recently and the 

spaces of the Canada Complex have become almost unrecopizable. There remain only 

a few remnants of that time attesthg to the history of the place: a decaying building next 

to the site of the Canada Pavilion with the Expo 67 logo hanging preCanously off of if a 

totem pole which marks the site of the Indians of Canada Pavilion slowly retuming to its 

origins, paths once tniveled by fi* million people are now overiaken by weeds and will 

b'sappear witb the physical memory of the place. 

And 1 think about how this place once represented such confidence and hope for the 

fbture, how for one summer aow long ago it was utopia It rernains so for many a 

memory of a simple? ami better time for Canaâa and Canadians. The site today reminds 



me that aothing is permanent, îhe changes in the use of E3p 67's temainhg pvilions 

and the decay of the site stand as wimess to this fact Or does this disintegmtion suggest 

that the Expo 67 utopia was whUily inventeci and unsustainable? 1 have bied in this 

thesis to suggest that the latter more sUaciedy cliptiaa Expo 67's signifiame, that the 

decay I witness on the site todry suggests that the fissum in the utopic text were there a11 

dong. Each chapter has investigated a site thaî points to the cracks in the definition of 

the nation being articuiPted in 1967, wggestbg thrt Mmr and His WorZd was art a self- 

evident theme of Expo 67 but was negotiated difkrentiaily by each nation or group who 

participatecl. A heterotopia Positionhg in one rral place "several sites which are 

themselves incompti'bie" (Foucauit, cited in Robyn, 19%: 10-1 1) heterotopia refers to a 

space of convergence, entangiement and movement, designahg the coexistence of 

different orden of space and foregrounding the cbanging configuration of social 

relations: 

Heterotopias are disturbing, probably because thcy secretly undermine language, 
because they make it impossible to name this rnd thet, becaw they shatter and 
tangle common names, b u s e  î k y  destroy 'syntax' in advsnce, and not only the 
syntax with which we construct sentences but dso that less apparent syntax which 
causes words and things (ne- to and dso opposite one another) to hold together. 
This is why utopias permit fabk and discome: they run with the very grain of 
language and are part of the h d a m e n t d  dimension of the fabulu; 
hetemtopias ... desiccate speech, stop words in th& tracks, contest the very 
possibility of gram- at its source; they dissolve oia myths and sterilize the 
lyxicism of our sentences (Foucault: xviii). 

Against the fabula of the utopic text this thesis has tricd to encourage Foucault's 

disturbance by foregrounding three hgmeats which upset the unity of ''Man" and uHi~n 

World and undcrline the rnultiplicity that thinking the nation commaads. Such an action 

1 believe begins to perform the rdiguration of the social called for by Piobyn and is one 



step toward Mouffe's dtmocracy. This thesis is but one tefiguration of severai surfiace 

m e n a  that refuse totdization Fiather Frsgments rnay be postioned in another 

marner and may do sorntthing quite c i f l i n t .  in focf "it may be quite won& but that is 

not the issue." 
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Earth as seen from outer space. From Wilson. 
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Alexander Calder, Man 1967. Nickel stainless steel. 67' x 94'. 



fig. 3 Map of ne Notre-Dame showing the Canada Complex (406-1 O). 
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fig 4 The Canada Complex at Expo 67. 



fig* 5 Expo 67 logo. 
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fig. 6 Our Ethnie Diversity, fiom A@ Home. M y  Native Lund, 1967. 



fig. 7 
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The Indians of Canada Pavilion, Expo 67. 



fig. 8 "Say It Im't So ..." Al Beaton, Toronto Telegram, 1968. Reproduced in 
LaMarsh, p. 370. 

Say if isn't so: . . 



Judy LaMarsh with Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip and Rime 
Minister Pearson, Parliament Hill 1 July 1967. 

'*Remember now, 
~ t ~ y  one srep 
behind, and don't 
speak ro Their 
Majesfies unless 
r h q  speak jirstFttP' 
Parlioment Hill, 
/une 30,1967. 



fig. IO "Everything's Under Control," ClzuteItzine Magcine, April 1967. 



fig. 11 
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"Judy LaMarsh Designs Us a Dress,' The Camdiion, April 1967. 



fig 12 
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The Man in the Home Pavilion (The Chatelaine Home) at Expo 67. 
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"Meet Mrs- Chatetaine 1967," Charelal 



The Chatelaine Home, interior views. 



fig. 17 
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The Chatelaine Home, interior view, 



"Could You Spend a Day Like This in Your Home?," ChuteZaine 
Maga-ine, Marc h 1 967. 
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The Québec Pavilion, Expo 67. 
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The Québec Pavilion, night view. 




